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Editoria!
Dilwyn Jones

We start volume 2 of QL Today with a new look
for the magazine. We've decided lo use a new
font for the body lexl in the magazine, as several
people we showed a sample to sard il was easier
to read, more gentle on the eyes. I hope you
approve of the change let me have your
comments pleasel

Unfortunalely I missed the Manchester and
London Quanta workshops because my emplo-
yer required me to work both weekends, so I

missed some exciling new hardware announce-
ments. New products from Qubbesoft P/D {Gold-
fire, Ethernet card), the latest 'Miracle', Pandora's
Box, Jeremy Reeves' QL soundcard, the possi-
bility of further new interlaces from TF Services
for the l2C bus of Minerva Mk2, and Robin
Barker's bidirectional parallel port lor Aurora
promise to make this an interesting period for QL
users.

While the QL hardware scene is very promising,
the software scene is not quile as exciting at the
rnoment. There is the bad news that Quo Vadis
Design will cease retailing sollware soon, but this
is balanced by the good news that they will
concentrate on developing new software and
Qubbesoft PID seem likely to starl selling
commercial software. There is actually quite a iot
of software being developed at the momenl, so
in the months to come there could wellbe a lot of
exciting things happening, especially once the
extended colour drivers of SMSQ/I finally come
out,
I ioked in an arlicle in a recent issue that

someone had asked me to write a Windows style
program manager f ront end for the pointer

environment. That's taking things a bit far (apart
from obvious copyright problems), but many
people would like a simple to use system for
launching programs and controlling the most
important functions of the Qt and pointer
environment - one user suggested that this ought
to be 'QPAC3'. Whether Tony Tebby will ever
oblige us on that one remains to be seen, but I've
been surprised by the number ol people who
picked up on this idea.

The buttons article by Geoff Wicks in the last
issue {liue Confessions) provoked quite a

response from bulton enthusiasts, as you'll see.
Geoff Wicks may have to eat his Just Wordsl
That's why there are several articles about but-
tons etc in this issue, as it proved to be a popular
subject in the endl I don't mind stirring up debaie
about such subjects in these pages, as long as
it's constructive and ultimately beneficial to all of

us as QL users. At least, after all the Button
articles in this issue, we'll all be experts on the
subject, and even poor Geoff Wicks may end up
wilh a screenful of them after being converted lo
the cause, perhaps.

Wolfgang Uhlig is one writer in this issue on the
sublect of butlons, and also writes on the subject
of QPAC2 boots, another very popular subject in

these pages - judging by the response, people
seem to be learning a lot from these occasional
articles.

Please don't read too much into the cartoon on
page 26 this month. lt was inspired by my
PeeZee (as Jochen calls themJ upsetting me yet
again Afler all the trouble I've had with the
dratted thing, something very positive came out
of the trouble this month, because a Windows
crash forced me to reinstall QPC, and I realised
that the Windows 95 installation routines of QPC
had been vastly improved over the original
versions ias long as you have the up to date
instructionsl). The WININST utility for example,
makes it very easy to place an SMSQ/E icon on
the desktop, making il easier to start QPC.

Our cover disk wilh the last issue seems to
have been quite well received, although it meant
a lot of work for all concerned. We didn't quite
get it right, I managed to send Jochen a faulty
ZIP file of the disk conlent, leading lo one or two
things getting left out (we ran out of space
anyway), and vitally we forgot Stuart Honeyball's
clock trimming routine, which we reproduce in
this issue. Apologies for that. We haven'l yet
decided whether or not 1o release more cover
disks, though we're thinking about it and talking
to one or two people aboul the idea. We'd
welcome your comments on the subject, and
indeed your commenls on any subject for the
lelters page in QL Today

Congratulations to Robin Barker on his election
to the post of Quanta chairman - Robin was
elected at the London Quanta AGM. And our
thanks to all of the Quanta officials of the last
year for their hard work.

Finally we're still on the lookout for PD software
reviewers. There's such a lot of free or low cost
software available for the QL that we really do
need to find people who can tell the readers
what's good and bad. We can provide the
soltware if necessary but we need volunteers
who'd like to see their reviews in print. Darren
Branagh from lreland has contributed such a

review for this issue, and so how about more
reviews like this? No experience required, but you
must be able to meet the deadlines for each
issue of course (see inside front cover).

Dilwyn Jones
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[*,lewsu Newsu News

News frorn QUBBESOFT P/D
Qubbesoft have announced that they plan to

release an Ethernet networking card for the QL.
More details to follow, but Qubbesoft say that
the hardware is almost ready for launch.

Qubbesoft and Di-Ren have co-operated on
producing a bi-directional parallel port for the
QL. 0r rather for ihe Aurora, since the interface
wrll work via the ROM port and simple bidirec-
tional working is not possible on the old QL
EPROM port. lf suitable drivers can be written, it
would then be possible to attach parallel port
hardware such as scanners and rernovable
cartridge hard drives, as has been possible with
PeeZees for some time.

The Goldfire card will now be able to support
up to 256M8 RAM, rather than the originally
announced 64M8, using 72 pin SIMM memory
cards commonly available for other computers.
ln addition, the Goldlire card will have a multi-
nrn/-Accnr nan:hilitrr rarifh : connnrl r-hin hoinnvr ilP v!il 
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used for l/O, tor example, although this may
need some small changes to the device drivers
for boards such as the Qubbide, for example.
The L-shaped Goldfire board will be roughly the
same size as the Aurora. Goldfire can, o{ course,
be used with either a standard QL (though the
power demands of the SIMM boards will stretch
the original power supplyl) or with Aurora. The
board will consist o{ 4 major chips, with a
possible small extra board for a second
processor and a GAL chip. ln terms of speed, a
33MHz Goldfire should be about 4 to 5 times
{aster than the existing Super Gold Card, while a
more expensive 40MHz could be 6 to B times
faster ihan the Super Gold Card. At the time of
writing, Qubbesoft had not finalised the design
enough to be able to decide whether to ofler
the 33MHz or 40MHz processor option, as it
depended on cost The board's designer said
that the 68020 in the Super Gold Card could
offer about 7 MIPS {Million lntructions Per
Second), while the Goldlire would o{fer about
3OMIPS.

Ron Dunnett confirmed that alihough the
extended colour mode drivers are not yet
available for Aurora, there is now a version of
SMSQ/I which does not require patching
specifically for the Aurora. At the time ol writing,
this version {2.81} was undergoing Beta testing,
looking promising,

Finally, after some reorganisation at Qubbeso{t
P/D, customers will now be pleased to hear that

ihey will not need to remember two separate
numbers for voice and fax to Qubbesoft. An
automaiic phonelfax switch now means that by
the time you read this, both can be handled on
the one number 01376-347852.

QL Sound Card
Forn'ler Miracle Systerns employee Jeremy

Reeves has produced his first commercially
available QL add-on card in the form ol a low
cost sound recording and playback card. This
cmell hnerr{ r,vhinh nh roc inin fho /^}l trppnlit! vL Lt t\vlvt

slot, sticks out about 1.5 inches (nearly 4cm),
and has two sockets, one for audio input from a
microphone or other external source, and the
other an output to low power speaker or auxi-
liary input of an external amplifier: The available
output power is limited by the amount of power
which can be drawn frorn the EPROM socket,
about 50mA. The audio is recorded using Delta
modulation, about the simplest technique possi-
ble, with 1 bit sampling at 300kHz, with the out-
put being 6 or B bit {with over*sampling} quality.
Thp nard r^an nnlv hp rrspd r,vith a Gnld f-ard nr
better interface, says Jeremy, and to keep costs
down, there will be no through connector for
the EPROM slot. 0n a Gold Card it will only be
possible to keep about 2 minutes of audio in
memory {digital audio eats up memory - profes-
sional audio equipment can use up to 10 MB of
space per minute of audio). lt will be possible to
program the card from Superbasic and assem-
bler with the required software being supplied
on disk. Jeremy also hopes to offer a sound
filing and playback program, along with some
arnple pre-recorded sounds. ..leremy told me
that he expected it would be possible to con-
vert .WAV files used by Windows, giving a

readily available source ol audio clips. Only
mono audio will be possible. There will be an
audio level control on board. Jeremy is hoping
that this sound card will cost about 30 pounds,
though at the time of writing, the final compo-
nent and manufacturing cost was not yet
known, so this figure should be seen as an
estimate only. The board will also be available
from Q-Branch.

For further details, cofitact: Jererny Reeyes,
22 l-andon Street, Krngswood, Eristofi Fngland,
BS15 102

News frorn Steve ",lohnson
Newly released, SJPD 71 is a disk containing a

Z8B to/from PC file transfer program, which runs

4 8X- ffodep



on a PC {strange - supplied on a QL disk, but
runs on a PC for use with the ZBB-what is the
world coming tol). Also on this disk are the follo-
wing QL software. A program to aid the selec
tion of numbers for the UK national lottery, a

text guide to the lnternet and a glossary of
computer abbreviations, a pointer driven game
called 23Bullets, a utility to allow the quick
linking and unlinking ot hard drive partitions, a

file finding utility, a copier utility which can copy
an entire disk, including subdirectories {and even
create those directories on the backup disk), a

utility to aid with character translation when
transferring files between PC and QL, a remote
shell prograrn for the QL (RShell) and the latest
version of ihe QXL Format program (v1.05) from
Dave Walker TGBak is a remote back-up pro-
gram for the QL.

The 'Specials' section of Steve Johnson's
catalogue also lists new clipart disks for the QL,
including subjects such as farming and music on
disks SJS179 and SJSlB0. Disk SJS1B1 contains
v3.33 of the Ghostscript interpreter: ported to
the QL by Jonathan Hudson, as described in the
last issue of QL Today.

Meanwhile, Steve has been busy expanding
his range of popular classic literature on floppy
disk, all available for much less than you'd pay in
a shop. The Classic Books section has expan-
ded to include a number ol new text based
disks, mostly supplied with a simple to use
on-screen viewer D, H. Lawrence's 'Sons and
Lovers' is available on C8160, while C8161
contains another translation of the Holy Qur'an
Goon Show fans will be pleased to find on
C8162 a 2 disk collection of scripts from the
popular British TV series. C8163 contains an

unusual dictionary - a set of ASCII text files
which make up a Rhyming Dictionary (don't look
at me, it's not true that everyone in Wales writes
poetryll!). Other releases include The Arabian
Nights, The Scarlet Pimpernel, Sinking of the
Titanic and Great Sea Disasters on disks
C8164-166, while tea lovers will appreciate
C8167, The Book of Teal The next two disks
contain two H. G. Wells books, War ln The Air
and When The Sleeper Wakes. C8170 contains
This Side of Paradise by Scott Fitzgerald, and
C8171 is Charles Dickens' Hard Times (2 disks)
and C8173 also contains a Charles Dickens
book, Great fxpectations. Cgt72 contains a
Jack London novel, The Red One. CBll4
contains the 14 Gilbert and Sullivan plays, C8175
contains a special version of the Probert t-text
encyclopaedia reviewed in QL Today a few

- 
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months ago for hard disk users only {files too
big to fit on floppies) C8176 gives you A
Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, by James
Joyce. And finaliy, CBI77 contains Gulliver's
Travels, by Jonathan Swift

News from Quo Vadis Design
With effect frorn the 31st May 1997 Quo Vadis

Design will no longer be retailing any QL Soft-
ware, Quo Vadis Design will however still be
active in the QL scene but as a software deve-
lcper and nct a supplier Several development
prolects have been started and this departure
will speed up the long development schedule
for these programs. Alternate suppliers/publ-
ishers are being sought for the entire range of
products previously supplied.

Bruce Nicholls

News from Geoff Wicks
Version 2.10 of STYLT-CHECK has now been

released.

STYLT-CHECK no longer needs the Turbo
Toolkit, but uses 2 short routines from the
Simon N. Goodwin DIY Toolkit. Toolkit 2 should
also be active. Changes have been made to the
file format detection and tile reading routines to
eliminate minor display problems.

Three versions of the program are supplied on
the STYLE-CHFCK disk.

The Turbo version of 2.10 is the standard ver-
sion, using an external machine code file,

STYLE*cde, or 544 bytes.
The Qliberated version of 2.10 is slower than

the Turbo version, but olfers higher compatibility
with the newer operating systems, As
STYLE-CDE is built into the program, no exter-
nal extensions are necessary. The program can
be configured using the QJUMP configuration
program. The Qliberated version of 2,10 runs
about 30% laster than the Qliberated version of
2.42

For users who already have the Turbo Toolkit
on their system, and who are reluctant to install
another machine code extension, the OLD
version 2.02 remains on the disk.

PAT\iDORA
The North East Manchester QL Users Group

have launched a custom built enclosure for the
Aurora and QL based systems, Unlike conven-
tional tower cased systems, for example, this
one is especially designed with the QL user in

mind, so that you don't end up with a huge box



with rnost of it empty inside. This enclosure is

compact, robust and portable. lt's made of mild
steel sheet, with a durable black fine texture
powder coated finish, and the steel is internally
zinc coated for better electrical contact.

The case measures 175mnn wide, 180mm high,
and 515mm long, including the feet, etc There's
room for up to three 3.5' floppy disk drives on
the front and one 5.25' drive. Hard disk drives
can of course be placed in one of the floppy
drive bays if required.

The case has room inside for an Aurora and a
Qubide/QPlane assembly if required. The fronl pa-

nel can hold a serial connectot keyboard socket,
mouse and even an l2C {Minerva mk 2) connector:
At lastl A case where I don't have to struggle
round the back every time I want to plug in/un-
plug the keyboard, or provide an extension
because the keyboard lead iust isn't long encugh
to reach round the back of the casel

Since many QLs end up geiting carted from
place to place, this case has a recessed handle
built into the top ol the case. And the case is not
just designed for an Aurora -using an optionalQL
adaptcr plate, the larger QL motherboard can also
be fitted into the case.

The case and power supply cost [89 50, while
the case can be bought without a power supply
(e.g. if you have a PC power supply of your own)
for t68.50

The case can be supplied with or without a

200W power supply built in, and the case has a
mains on-off switch and also a reset button. The
rear of the case can additionally accomodate two
further serial connectors, a parallel port socket,
monitor and even an extra 5.25 inch drive bay if
required. ,A, range of cables and connectors are
also available to assist the construclor:

And if you don't feel up to building your
system into a case like this, the group will also
build your system into it for youl

Further details are available from
John Soufhern, 4A Drstaff Road, Poynfon,

Cheshrre, England, 5K11 1,-,N Tel: F44]
01625-850067

or from: John Gilprn, at Custornetal Praducfs
on b4il A2O44A5157 ext 177, fax WQA4\
303728

News from Miracle: Ultro Gold Card
Miracle Systems have announced that develop-

ment has now commenced on a successor to the
highly successful SUPTR GOLD CARD and are
calling it the ULTRA GOLD CARD.

Not many details are available at present partly
because the developmenl is at a very early stage

6

and may well change significanlly as it proceeds.
It will have the often asked for bidirectional paral-

lel port and some other new ports in addition to
what the SUPER GOLD CARD already offers.
More importantly though, it is intended to enable
new programs to run over twenty times faster
than they would on the SGC and, to make things
go even faster still, the hardware will allow for
easy connection of multiprocessor systems. lt is
hoped that this will encourage programmers to
develop multiprocessing skills and bring us back
into lhe lead ahead of olher cornputer systems.

So shoulci you go for the UGC or Qubbesoft's
rival Goldfire? Wel| the Goldfire is likely to be first
to market, cheaper and will probably run old QL
programs faster But if you want to step into the
fulure then the UGC will offer some really exciting
opportunities.

Archivers Control Fanel V3"3
The latest version of this file compression utility

controller for ZIPARC, LHA, ZOO and LHQ is now
available from PD libraries and bulletin boards. Pro
grams like ZIP can be rather cumbersome for the
less experienced user in particular to use from
the basic command line, so this little front end
program by Thierry Godefroy is a welcome piece
of QL software.

Version 3.3 corrects a bug which was dange'
rous for system stability in RAM-based operating
systems {SMSQ/E and UQLX, for example), and it
rs possible to use the Encrypt Archive option in

recent versions of lnfoZlPA slight change to the
zoo extension passing mechanism has also been
made.

News from Jonathan Hudson
The 'giftif'program on the cover disk has been

superseded by a new (and much better) tool --

'unpic", This is on my Web Page and can convert
PlCs in modes 2, 4 and B to GIF TIF PCX or PBM in

arbitrary sizes. lt is more reliable than the 'gi{tif'

(i.e, it copes with the Progs advert, so Jochen can
do these himself next time). The internal algo-
rithms are Bbit, so upgrading to Aurora formats
should be possible'just tell me where I download
the documenlation from'.

QEYES in mode B? Huum, having no{ used
mode B since around 1986, I tend to forget/ignore
its existence. As the source code is included,
fixing this is left as an 'exercrse for the reader'.

Apropos JMS news (p7) concerning program-
ming examples for the new WM.RPTRT function,
there is a freely dislributable c6B example on my
Web page'winexplore.zip'

A version 0f xtc68 {c6B cross compibr hosted

8L ladey w



on Linux or DOS/Windows/NT/OS2 to build SMS/
QDOS programs), to the most recenl c68
revisions, has been uploaded to
f lp.demon.co uk/pub/qdos/

A new version of ihe the'atp' offline reader (for

reading and replying to BBS messages at your
leisure) that removes the random and annoying
'packet is older' rnessage is available fronn my
web page.

I'm working on a new version of QVM (quint-

essenlial voice mail) that will work with USR {and
Rockwell based (e.g. Supra et al] voice modems.
This upgrade wili suppori all the oid features
(voice mail, fax on demand, data access) and
"hands free' speaker phone mode for modems
(like the newer USR Sportsters) that support this.
Anticipated release date is April 1997.

Q Braneh News
We have a limited number of 14"SVGA colour

monitors adiusted for the Aurora and we will be
selling these at various prices depending on con-
dition and screen resolution {rom 65 to 85 pounds
+ carriage. QCount, the poinler driven accounts
package is now released. it comes complete with
the DATAdesign engine and the pointer files and
willsell for 25 pounds. We have some high quality
mouse mats for sale at 5 pounds We may also be
making Aurora mounting kits to mounl the Aurora
motherboard into a standard PC tower case with
the minimum of cutting. Call for details We will
also be supplying many of the programs that Quo
Vadis used to supply including Flashback, Text 87,

and probably the Ergon sofiware,

Quanta News
Quanta sub-librarian Tom Mould has contacted

us t0 ask us to print his new address for the
benefit o{ Quanta members' Mr TE.Mould, 19

Bridlington Avenue, Hull, England, HU2 ODU Tel.

ar4B2-3229\7

Jochen Merz Software News
The odd SMSQ/E problem which exists on

some customers' syslem is still nol solved.
Debugging code has been added to SMSQ/E
V2,83, which can be activated optional. We hope
that this may lead to a clue of what is going on. li
seems that on most problematic systems, just

activating the debugging code makes it work,
which means that we're stuck so far Don't get
too desperate, we're working on it.

Fulure version versions of JMS-Soflware {we're
hoping that others will {ollow too} will give you

some nice features: you configure 'your" global

settings in the Menu Extension (i.e. main window
colours, subwindow colours, button colours and -

believe il or not -if the update sprite should flash
or notl and alllhe programs willautomatically read
the settings. This means that you configure Menu
only and QD, QSpread, QMAKI, MenuConfig etc.
will read the settings from there. Of course, you
will still be able to set colours within the program
if you want too.

We hope that other programmers willfollow this
idea - you can read the various values using the
INFO callin Menu. Details of global seltings can be
found on the Config Level 2 page in the
JMS-BBSs where all registered lDs can be found.
Or send a QDOS-formatted disk + relurn postage.

I'd like to take the opportunity to apologise for
some breakdowns of rny BBSs. lt usualiy hap-
pens two hours after I leave {or a show abroad,
i.e. Eindhoven, England etc. PBOX is quite stable, it
runs for weeks and weeks as long as I'm here,

Therefore, if the box does not reply for some
days, then you know I'm away for a QL show

Also, if things sometimes take a bit longer than
you expecl, consider' I am only a one-man band,
and everything needss to be supported {i.e. fax,
letters, orders, rnailbox, bug fixing, shows) and not
to forget the enormous amouni of time that the
making of QL Today requires; every inquiry/
letter/problem will be dealt with, but it may take
some time.
IE

2 Shows 1 \Yeefl<end
Stuart Honeyball

There have been quite a few meetings
recently and the weekend of 19/20 May was no
exception. ln fact there were 2 meetings; fortu-
nately both in tngland so traders could easily
get to them both,

I met up wrth Jochen Merz and Bernd Rein-
hardt in London on Friday afternoon and we tra-
velled up to Stafford where we arrived in the
early evening. Some of the others, namely Roy
Wood, Tony Firshman and Bill Richardson had
already checked into the hotel when we got
there. After a pint in the bar we ventured out to
sample the wonders of Stafford and came
across an ltalian restaurant. We were told that it
was full despite there being only 1 table occu-
pied so we arranged to come back il2 an hour
later We passed the Il2 hour in a huge pub that
had {ormerly been a cinema. There was a good
selection of real ale {which didn't go down too
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well with the 2 continentalsl) and no musak so
scored 10/10. On arriving back at ihe restaurant
there was still only 1 table occupied but this no
longer counted as being fuil so we were able to
have dinner: The house red we ordered turned
out to be vinaigrette and had to be sent back.
None of us were impressed by this establish-
ment.

On the Saturday we arrived at a cow-shed
just outside Stafford and set up shop in a spe-
cial area ihai John laylor of Quanta had negotia-
ted with the organiser to be solely for the QL.
This area was occupied by Jochen Merz Soft-
ware, TF Services, Q-Branch, Quanta, Qubbesoft
and W N Richardson & Co Simon Goodwin
turned up and put some effort into trying to
track down a programming problem using
Jochen's system - the FPU extension does not
yet want to run properly on the TT Anyway, the
rest of the hall was taken up by a radio rally
These are good places for getting bargains if
you're looking {or monitors, conneclors,
batteries or even radio gear

On Saturday evening we travelled down to
London to the Vlctory Services Club where
there was overnight accommodation as well as
the room for the Quanta workshop itselt 0n the
Sunday the room soon became full with
standholders and users and trade was generally
good. The London sub-group was very much in

evidence with a few people from further afield
There were more traders than at Stafford
amongst whom were Custometal Products sho-
wing off iheir PANDORA. This is a well styled
case for housing a Ql/Aurora system being a

better alternative to a PC case. The advantages
over the PC case are that it looks the part, is

more compact, is betier designed having air
intakes and a carrying handle and is easier to
put together Custometal can be contacted by
'phone on +44'1204-305157 or fax on
+44'1244-303728.

ln the afternoon the Quanta AGM started 1

hour later than advertised. lb me the Quanta
committee resembles a dog chaslng its own tail;

it expends a lot of effort but doesn't really
achieve much! The meeting got off to a bad
start with Phil Jones (magazine editor) questio-
ning the accounts. There was a lack of clarity
which led to some members voting against
accepting them. The options on the voting
forms for committee members sent out are
unique in my experience. For each person
standing for election you can vote 3 ways: For
Against or Abstain There is of course a 4th
option and that is not to vote at all so you can

abstain either by voting'Abstain" or leaving all 3
boxes blank. We also learnt that if you voted
'Against' or'Abstain' then it would be treated as
if you abstained. Why, therefore, have these
extra options I asked John Mason {secretary) to
which came the one word reply: 'Precedent'.

Plenty rnore tail-chasing occurred throughout
the afternoon until the time the hall had been
booked Jor ran out with several issues
unresolved. We did however get an untertaking
from the committee that they would be more
open and less secretive in their workings in the
future.

All in all it was a busy but worthwhile
weekend.
g

Button$ - more Comrnent$
Dilwyn.isnes

Geoff Wicks' artrcle about the Button frame
generated a lot of messages and correspon-
dence, and some of the articles in this issue
reflect that response. Two points were raised in
a telephone conversation to me by a gentleman
who asked that I print these details in the maga-
zine, but unfortunately I forgot to write the man's
name down and promptly torgot it (sorry). Here
are two useful tips for users who like to use the
button frame.

1) Even if a program has no sleep or TZzz
icon, the Button-sleep thing in QPAC2 can put
most programs to sleep. Simply call up the
EXEC menu in QPAC2 and choose
BUTTON*SLIEP lf you can remember hotkey
definitions quite well, it can be useful to define a
hotkey to activate button-sleep as required.
ERT HOT_WAKE(CHR$t233),',BUTTON_SLEEp',)
So every time you press CTRL-ALT Fl it zaps
the current program into a button in the button
frame. To reactivate the program, simply move
the pointer over the program's button and press
ENTFR or the right mouse button.

2) Remember that QPAC2 can be configured
to make ihe button frame be organised as
either rows or columns. Now that larger screen
displays are commonplace (VGA and SVGA on
QXL, QPC or Aurora systems, for example), it
can be advantageous to organise the button
frame vertically as long as your software can
be moved to the righi of the screen. This
means that the little used area to the righi of
the screen can be used by programs, while the
button frame uses the lelt of the screen.
x
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Clock Trim rner (Part 2)
Stuart Honeyball

Many apologies for the missing listing in issue 6 of volume 1. The interest was big, so that we cannot
wait until the next cover disk comes with QL Today. Therefore, the listing,

l-000 J0B-NAME'r0lockAdjuster-basrt
1010 :

1020 REMark This program helps the RTC

1030 REMark to maintain its time
1040 RIMark more aeeurately.
1050 :

l-060 TimeFile$='rli inl*TimeFile t'

1070 :

1080 TK2_-EXT

l-090 NotFound=-7
1100 :

1-110 DEFine PR0Cedure CheckTlmeFile
t12A REMark Call this once a week
1730 L0Cal TFChl,Response,SecondsOut
LJ40 L0Ca1 StartTimerAdjSoFar,CorFactor
t7r0 LOCal StartTimeHigh,StartTimelow
1160 L0Cal AdjRequired,TimeElapsed
1170 TFCh%=rOP-IN(TimeFile$)
1l-80 IF TFCh%=NotFound
11-90 REMark File not created yet
1200 PRINT rr0onfirm the cloek time is correct'r
LZ]-.O PRINT rrbefore the Tine File is created't
L22A PRINT nfs the clock correct? yln"
L230 REPeat WaitCorrect
L240 Response$=INKEY$(*1)
L25O IF ResponS€$=:rtytt
125A REMark Clock is correct
7270 TFChI=p6p1r13W(TineFile$)
1280 IF TPCh#(0
L29A PRINT nCanrt create'rlTimeFile$
1300 RETurn :REMark leave procedure
t37O ErSE
L320 StartTime=DATE
1330 StartTimeHigh.StartTime DIV 65536
t3/+0 StartTimelow=StartTinie MOD 65536
L350 Adj$oFar=O
L360 CorFactor-O
L370 PRINT #TFChg, StartTimeHigh\StartTimelow\AdjSoFar\CorFaetor
r_r80 END rF
139A CLOSE #TFC]nf6
1/100 PRINT nNewil ! TimeFile$ ! ttcreatedfi
1410 RETurn :REMark leave proeedure
U*2A XND IF
t13O IF Response$==rintr
L4/+0 PRINT 'tUse SDATE or ADATX to correct it'l
L4-r0 PRINT rrthen start again. r'

L46A RETurn :REMark leave procdure
1l+70 END IF
1480 END REPeat ldaitcorrect
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7/+90 ELSE

V}A IF TFCh%( 0
LrTO PRINT ilCanrt opent'lTimeFile$
$2A PRINT trSo leaving procedure. tt

I53O RETurn
L'10 ELSE
L1SA REMark Update CoreetionFactor
L56A INPUT #TFCh6,StartTimeHigh,StartTi"meT,ow,Ad.lSoFas",CorFaetor
L57A StartTime=StartTiur eKighx61536+StartTimelow
15Bo CLOSE #TFC]nf
759A TFCh%=F0P-01IER(Timeri.re$)
1500 PRINT trHow many seconds adjustment required?"
1610 PRINT "(Use + if slow, - if fast)"
7620 INPUT AdjRequired
L630 ADATE AdjRequired
761A TimeElapsed=DATE-StartTime
L550 Adj SoFar=Adj SoFar+Adj Required
1660 CorFactor=Adj SoFarlTineElapsed
767A PRINT #TFChS, StartTineHigh\StartTimelow\Adj $oFar\OorFactor
1680 CTOSE #TFCb7
1690 PRINT "Update done.I'
XTOO END IF
LTTO END IF
1720 END DEFine CheckTimeFile
1734 :

l-?/+0 DEFine PROCedure Correct0loek
7750 REMark Ca1l this every boot up
7760 L0Ca1 TFCh%,Response,SecondsOut
I77A LOCal StartTimerAdjSoFarrCorFactor
1780 LOCal StartTimeHighrStartTimelow
L79A LOCal AdjRequired,TimeElapsed
1800 TFChI=FOP-IN(TimeFile$)
1810 IF TFCh%( 0
l-820 PRINT trCanrt openfrlTimeFile$
1830 PRINT rrso clock not corected.rr
1B/+0 RETurn :REMark Leave procedure
]-B'O ELSE
1860 INPUT #TFChg, StartTimeHigh, StartTimelow, Adj SoFar, CorFactor
1870 StartTime=StartTimeHighx65536+5tartTimeLow
1BBO CLOSE #TFCb7
1890 TFCh%=PoP*0VER(Timepile$)
1900 TimeElapsed=DATE-StartTime
t9L0 AdjRequired=TineElapsedtc0orFaetor-AdjSoFar
J-920 ADATE AdjRequired
7930 Adj SoFar=Adj SoFar+Adj Required
t94O PRINT #TFCh7rstartTineHigh\StartTimelow\AdjSoFar\CorFactor
r95A CLOSE #TFCbf
!960 PRINT 'r0lock coryectedtt
7970 END IF
1980 END DEFine CorectClock

&
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Sorting Routines - Fert Q
Dilwyn Jones

This is part 2 of the Sorting Routines ariicle. lt
refers to listings on the Cover Disk which came
with lssue 6 of Volume 1.

1. EXCHANGE SORT
The exchange sort is just about the simplest

of all sort routines. Unfortunately, it is not the
most efficient, although for smaii amounts of
data its brevity may make up for its lack of
speed. lt is a routine called EXCHANGE-SORT
in the sort-TtST-bas program, also a routine
called sort-EXCHANG[-SORT-bas on the disk

{use the LOAD command to load it}. Similar
naming conventions are used throughout this
article.

The exchange sort is roughly comparable to
the bubble sorts in timings, but has the advan-

tage thai its performance does not vary greatly
depending on whether or not the data is already
in a well sorted order so its performance is at

least predictable Note that its sort timings {like
rnost sorting routines) are not linear - if you
double the amount of data to be sorted, you will
{ind that the amount of time taken more than
doubles and will deteriorate badly if used for
very large arrays.

The first pass through the array finds the
lowest entry and moves it to the top of the
array From then on, further passes find the
lowest entry each time and move it up to the
top of the section being sorted, and this goes
on until all of the array has been sorted.

2. BUBBLE SCRT
Just about everyone has heard of the Bubble

Sort algorithm. lt is short, simple to program,
almost as simple to understand, and is fast
enough for small amounts of data.

Depending on the existing sort order of the
data, a bubble sort can be considerably more
efficient ihan an exchange sort. During each
pass of a bubble sort, one element is carried to
the head of the array being swapped with
elements which as a result of the swap move
closer to their sorted position in the list. Thus
the elements gradually 'bubble"into their sorted
area.

The basic bubble sort is shown in the pro-
gram called BUBBLT-SORTI. To load this, use
LOAD FLPl-sort*BUBBLt-SORT1-bas.

That routine does the job, but it can be
improved on a little. The bubble sort becomes
less and less efficient as the amount of data to
be sorted increases lf you double the amount
of data, the bubble sort takes rnore than twice
the amount of time to sort it.

lf nothing is swapped during a pass of the
inner loop, it means nothing is out of order and
the sorting can be ended earlier Also, during
the inner loop we may find that the array
element referred to by the outer loop is already
in its correct position. This can be detected
while the inner loop is being executed by
keeping a note of the numben of the last record
moved down. So we can alter the routine as in
BUBBLE-SORT2 by using the variable
'last-swap%'to hold this value.

One further way of improving the bubble sort
is to bear in mind that the routine is not too bad
for small amounts of data. So if we split the data
to be sorted into smaller sections, sort those,
then merge the resultant sub*arrays we can
improve on the perlormance a little bit for larger
amounts of data. f{ote that for smaii amounts of
data, the processing time may actually be a little
slower;but this is worth it for the improvement in

sorting times for larger arrays. This is shown in

BUBBLE-SORT3. We could call this algorithm a
'double bubble' il you like, since it performs a

separate bubble sort on the first and second
halves of the array to be sorted, before the two
halves are later merged into order I am grateful
to Joe Haftke for suggesting this technique to
me. We will find that some of the more complex
sorting routines use fairly similar principles to
split data up into smaller sections for sub-
sorting. Note that BUBBLE-SORT3 calls
BUBBLE*SORT2 to sort the array halves, so i{

you intend to use BUBBLE*SORT3, you should
also have loaded BUBBLT-SORT2 {merge
them).

Because BUBBLE-SORT2 has better perfor
mance where the data is already in a fairly well
sorted order it may prove adequate in applica-
tions where a small amount of data needs to be
added to an already sorted list, e.g. adding one
or two new customer names to a business
address lisi.

3. INSERTION SORT
One further modification we can make to the

bubble sort to improve performance is to alter
the way in which the values bubble into the right
place in the array lf two entries are found not to
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be in the correct order; we can move the
second one back past all those elements which
should come after it in the list temp$ holds the
value of the first out of order entry. So rather
than bubble through the list one entry at a time,
out of order entries are silted as far as possible
with each move, which can greatly increase
performance compared with the standard
bubble sort routine. This routine is also
sometimes called a Sift Sort, the basic idea
being that elements are scanned once, then
sifted back through the array until their correct
insertion point is found. Despite normally being
called an lnsertion sort, the routine is basically a
iype of Bubble sort

Although I have not attempted to write such a
routine, you may find it an interesting exercise to
try to implement a Bubble sort variation which
iakes advantage of the fact that sorts like this
are fairly good at sorting small amounts of data,
or greater amounts of data if already well
sorted So you could try splitting the array up
into sectians (some trial and error needed tc
determine best actual sizes of these sections)
then gradually merge the sections by succes-
srvely sorting adlacent sections to produce
better ordered data before the routine has to
tackle large amounts of data. ln fact, this
approach is not far removed from the methods
used by some of the more advanced sorting
routines, but it can still be an interesting way to
learn about sorts by tinkering wiih Bubble sorts,
trying to squeeze the last possible bit of perfor-
mance out of them.

I have gone into some detail on the bubble
sort, since it is easy to understand, and the
ideas behind these variations I have shown will
help you to understand some of the principles

behind the more complex sorting routines

4" SHELL SORT
The Shell sort (also known as Shell-Metzner)

is a significant improvement over the types of
sorting routines discussed so far While not as
fast as the more advanced Quicksort and
Pigeon Sort, Shell is easier to program and
understand, while remaining fast enough for
most applications, This listing is also quite short
given the efficiency of the routine.

The Shell sort divides the array into smaller
sections, swapping out of order entries as
required, and progressively changes the sizes
of the sections sorted then finally does one
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sort on the whole array, which by that time is
quite well in order and so fewer time consuming
exchanges are required.

The Shell sort is not particularly fast
compared to the earlier sorting routines when
used on fairly small amounts of data, but the
relative speed gets better and better as the
array size increases.

The routine is called sorI*S[-{ELL-SORTl-bas
on the disk

5" QI.JICKSORT
The Quicksort routines make use of a pro-

gramming technique called recursion, where the
routines break down the array to be sorted into
sections and call themselves to sub-sort these
sections. There was an article about recursion
in QL Today volume 1 issue 3. Two variants of
this type of sorting routine are presented here.
The second is faster but has a special require-
ment, that one extra end-of-array marker is

required which has to be the greatest value
entry in the entire array {e g. if you are handling
text only this last entry could be something like
'zzzzzzzzzz'1. QUICKSORT1 is based 0n a

routine written by Alan Turnbull, while QUICK-
SORT2 is based on a variation written by
Marcus Jelferey.

The routine begins by partitioning (or divlding)
the array into two parts and selecting a mid-
point value, Alter one pass, all items less than
this value are placed before it, while the greater
values go after it. The routine calls itself in turn
for these parts until soriing is completed. Note
how the two calls to itself are used to sub-
divide the area further until the smallest size is
reached, and to sort the respective halves of
the array to be sorted.

lf the data presented for sorting is in a fairly
random ordet the routines work quite well. But
use the test routine to see what happens when
either fully sorted data, or completely reverse
order data {descending values).

While the two Quicksori routines are very fast
and reasonably compact, they do have one
disadvaniage when sorting very large amounts
of data, Because ol their recursive nature, they
tend to use up a lot of stack space to store
return details from each call. When used in

compiled SuperBASlC this may prove to be a
problem, so you may need to alter the amount
of stack available to the compiled program to
prevent out of memory or out of stack space
errors.



6. PIGEON SORT
This is the fastest sorting routine of which I

am currently aware The listing was originally
sent to me by QL Today contributor Mark
Knight, who asked that I include the following
line of credit:

Pigeonsort was originally written by Paul Birch
in 1988. Pigeonsort made history as the first
general purpose sort that sorts in O(n) time (of

order of n), a feat previously 'proved' to be
impossible by mathematicians, The original
program was written in Fortran-77 for a

mainframe compuier and later converted to QL
SuperBASlC by Brian Mewse

This listing has not been built into the test and

timings program, for the simple reason that I

don't as yet lully understand how it works! So I

have simply placed it on the disk in the same
form as supplied by Mark, for fear of causing
errors in the lisiing if I attempted to rewrite it
without fully understanding how it works.

It is designed for sorting numeric arrays only,

and also requires an index array (a second list,

which specifies which order the elements of the
first array should be indexed). Also, please note
that element 0 is not used during the sort - only
elements i to NMax are used, Load the file
flpl-sort-PIGEONSORT-bas to study the pro-
gram A look at lines 200 to 340 will show you
how to call the routine. The sort routine itself is
completely contained within the procedure

called PigeonSort, in lines 10000 to 11470 lt

should be called with two numeric arrays and
the index number of the highest entry in the
array ln this listing, the array of numbers to be
sorted is called Dataltems{), and this is refe-
renced by an index array called Datalndex{), with
the highest element number contained in NMax.

The routine appears to work by setting up a
list of slots or pigeonholes (hence the name) into
which the various data values are sorted and
grouped - compare this with manual sorting of
mail, for example, where letters are placed in

one of a series ol boxes depending on the
name or destination.

A separate timing routine is built into the
Pigeonsort program, so you can get some idea
of its performance. The listing is quite long, and
in use, the routine requires a lot of array space. lt
is not recursive, so the potential problems with
using the Quicksort routines in compiled BASIC
programs, for example, should not arise. How'
ever it should be noted that as it stands, the
Pigeonsort routine cannot sort strrng data, since

it is geared up to sortrng by analysing the
spread of numeric values. lf anyone understands
the routine enough to adapt it for string sorting,
QL Today will consider publishing an extended
version.

Mark Knight has asked me to point oui that
'doubling the number of iterns will only doubte
the sort time if the tirst number !s greater than
about 30', As yet, I do not understand the signi-
ficance o{ this, but l'm sure someone will
enlighten me in due coursel

ln terms of relative timings, sori routines can
be loosely categorised as follows. The simple
bubblesort tends to slow down in proportion to
the square of the number of items to be sorted,
or of the order of n*n, or 0(n"2), while the quick-

sort is much better being of the order of
n*LOG{n} or O{n LOG n). Many routines exhibit
special behaviours if the amount of data to be
sorted is small, or if the data is already in a well

ordered state, or if the data is in almost exactly
opposite state to that desired alter sorting.

The test and timing routines given allow you
to state the size of the array to be sorted, and
also enable you to test performance with ran-

dom data, or data already sorted into ascending
or descending order which should be quite

useful when trying to determine which routine is

best suited to your needs. Broadly speaking,
here are some very general guidelines to help
you choose which routine is best suited for
your needs.

{i) Simplicittr brevity, ease of modification and
modest amounts of data - try the bubble or
exchange sorts.

{ii) General use where speed is important, but
the routine needs to be fairly consistent in

performance and fairly easy to understand and
modify - try the Shell sort.

{iii) Speed is important, recursion is not a

problem, fairly large amounts of data to be
sorted - use the Quicksort routines.

{iv) Numeric data, with speed being vital, and
the size of the listing and the amount of array
space required being no malor problem - use
the PigeonSort.

SAMPLE TIfulINGs
Although I don't want to spoil your fun too

much, I have included below a table of sample
timings for all the sort routines, using the 'ran-

dom' data option. This was carried out using
uncompiled SuperBASlC on a version JM QL
with a Super Gold Card.Obviously better results
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could be obtained with either compiled Super-
BASIC or SBASIC on SMSQlt. Hint: when com-
piling these routines, use the DEF-INTEGER or
IMPLICIT% directives on your compiler to make
as much use of faster integer loop counts and
variables as possible. The timings given are in

seconds, of course.

NUIIIBM OT'DATA ITIffS SORTND

SOm NAI'ff

hchange
Bubble 1

Bubble 2

Bubble J
Insertion
She11

Quicksort 1

Quicksort 2

Pigeon

5112132
r.0 22 38 6t
92t3861
6 lti 25 39
tr91625
2568
2l+67
L23/,
1223

\50
t
1t
i3
)2
l^

z

l1
1z
i1lr
lr

INSERTING I.,JEW ITEMS INTO
SORTED ARRAYS

There is one other aspect of sorting I would
like to touch on. I've mentioned that some sor-
ting routines do quite well if the data is largely in

order already, so that few or no swaps are actu-
ally required. Databases, for example, are often
held on disk in sorted order (e.g. a list of names
and addresses may well be held sorted by sur-
names). Occasionally, new names need to be
added to the database. lt seems wasteful to
have to make a complete sort which rnay take
a minute or more after adding iust one or two
names, so here is a uselul little technique for
inserting new entries into a sorted array,

maintaining the sort order as it goes along.

The basic principle is to look at the array
elements until we find the entry which should go
after the new entry. lf there are some entries,
but none to go after the new entry, that means
that the new entry has to be added at the end
of the array lf the first entry in the database is
greater than the new entry, that means every-
thing has to be shuffled up one place to make
room, and the new entry placed at the start of
the array.

We will look at two techniques for achieving
this. Firstly the linear search from the start of
the array until we find the required point" This is
adequate for small amounts of data, but
becomes quite slow for larger amounts of data,
since each and every data item has to be
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searched for each new entry. This program is

called sorts-ADD-LINFAR-bas, The program
sets up a loop to count through the array
entries (called'index'). lf the given entry is found
to be higher than the value of temp$, the loop
called 'shift' rnoves everything f rom here up one
place to make roorn for the new entry to be
added. lt then exits from the 'index'loop Note
that if no insertion pornt was found, it means
that the new entry was higher in value than all

the existing value in the array, so this special
ease is handled in the loop epilogue between
NEXT index and END FOR index

How would we go about solving this problem
in real life? Let us rmagine we are looking for a

word in a dictionary. We might open the dictio-
nary about half way through and realised that
we opened the book too far the word we
require comes before that. So we then try a
quarter ol the way through the book. This time,

we are not far enough into the book to find the
word we wanted, so then we go halt way bet-
ween the two points and so on until we find the
word. Suecessively halving the distance bet-
ween search points like this ls called binary
chopping, and where large amounts of data
need to be searched, this can be much more
efficient than a simple linear search. The exam-
ple program is called sorts-ADD-BINARY-bas
on the disk. Load either of these programs into
basic and run them to see how they work. They
set up an array (called array$) which can contain
up to 10 entries

Fach entry can be up to 10 characters long.
The new entries are typed into the variable
temp$, which is then added to array$ by the
ADD procedure. A running total of the number
of words entered is held in the variable num-

ber%. The idea is that you enter up to 10 words,
in random ordet and the program maintains a
sorted list as it goes along. Line 200 contains a
PRINT statement which prints out the entire
array on one line so you can see for yourself
that this does really occur

The binary search determines the start and
end points of the data in the array. The variables
lo% and hi% hold this information - note the use
o{ rntegers, since arrays cannot hold more than
about 32,768 entries, and integer variables can
hold this size of number it makes sense to use
integer variables where possible if you are
using a version of basic or compiled basic
which can take advantage of speed improve-
ments through use of integers, and sorting is a
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very time consuming affair after all. Then a mid
point is selected, roughly halfway between
these two values, the variable mid%. The array
entry at this point ls checked against the varia-

ble temp$, and depending on whether larger or
smallet the start or end points of the search are

adjusted accordingly (the routine changes the
value of lo% or hi%). lf this resulis in a crossover
of the values of lo% and hi%, it means that there
was no entry already in the array which
matched that in temp$, so we can now insert
the entry at the pornt indicated by rnid0,6,

UNLFSS the value of mid% has gone below that
of lo% in which case it is corrected in line 380
Lines 410 to 430 move entries from the inser-
tion point to the end of the array up one loca-
tion to make room for the new data to be inser-
ted at the correct point to maintain the sorted
order But il we had not yet found the insertion
point, we go back round the loop and set a new
value for mid06 roughly halfway between lo06

and hi0,6, and try again.
That concludes this article on sorting tech-

niques. I hope ihat you have found it useful,
K

15 Cornrnon Frogrann-

min$ fvtistalEes
Rfch Mellor

I have been writing, testing and fixing com-
puter programs tor several years. What follows
is some general advice based upon my expe-
riences working with other people's code and
should hopefully assist anyone who is hoping to
write a successful program. lt has been written
with the rntention ol being applicable to as many
dilferent types of computing environments as
possible, we do after all live in a world which is
not totally dominated by Pentium processors!
tDon't mention that word! - edrtorl

We all make mistakes when writing a com-
puter program, and it is very rare to find a pro-
gram which does not contain bugs {even if that
program has been on the market for years).

Howeve( some ol the mistakes are so funda-
mental that a programmer should be aware of
them before setting out on writing 0 prosrsm:

1. Assuming the user will read the manual
This is one of the largest areas of conflict bet-

ween prograrnmers and users - having spent
hours writing the manual, the programmer wants

16 QI- Iodcp re

the user to read it {what, you mean to say that
you didn't spend very long on the manual?).
Manuals tend to be fairly cumbersome and not
very exciting reading (this is no comment on the
authorsl) and on buying a program, users lust
want to load il and see what they can do with it.

When testing programs, I oniy look at the
rnanual as a last resort (normally only to see
how good it isl) - the reason for this is that
quite often, the programmer assumes that cer-
tain things within a program can only be per-

lorrned one way {the way set oui in the rnanual).

Normally there are ways around this and quite

often exploration of the program in this way can
show up various bugs which would not have
been revealed had the user followed the manual
(this is after all the programrner's way of doing
things (but not alwaysl)).

Having said this, it is still imperative that as
much thought is given to the manual as to the
program itself - get someone else to read the
manual {as well as trying the program} before it
is released onto the market and if necessary
get someone else to write the manual for you.
The manual is the user's only hope of geiting
the most from your program and without a
good manual, the programmer or publishing

house will only face a string of annoying little
queries.

2. l",fsing the wrong method of asking the user
to enter a number

You should have noticed that if you use a

command such as,

INPUT value
from BASIC, if a valid number is not entered by

the user (such as 1x0), an error will occur: lt is

not up to the user t0 know what the program
expects, but for the programmer to ensure that
the program can cope with whatever the user
enters. The solution is to use a string, such as:

INPUT value$
and then for the program to test the charac-

ters within the string to see if they form a valid
number The value should also be tested to
ensure that it is within the ranges allowed by the
program.

3. Forgetting that letters in UFPER G,ASE have
different character codes from letters in lower
case

It is all too easy when using a keyboard to
press CAPS LOCK by mistake and enter letters
in upper case - the programmer needs to
ensure that the program can understand both



upper and lower case {this is olten quite a pro-
blem in adventure garnes),

The problem is exacerbated on the PC where
CAPS LOCK forces the computer to read lhe
characters above the number keys {0-9) rather
than the numbers themselvesll

4. Failure to proper{y document the program
I have been sent various programs to updatel

test and when I have looked at the source code,
it can quite often be impossible to tell what the
programmer was intending to do with various
parts o{ the code. Quite often there are whole
sections of the source code which are never
called or which just do not have any effect.

The problem seems to be that programmers
are reluctant to keep remark statements in their
source code (these can always be deleted in

the release version or prior to compilation). As a

result new code is added {or even duplicated)
and when any bugs are reported, the prograrn-
mer may not know which lines have been
altered since the last release of the program
which may help to track down the cause.
A well-structured program makes it much

easier to find and fix problems - after all, the
programmer must always bear in mind thai he
may have to return to a program after a period
of months (or even years) and try io remember
what each part of the program does. lt may not
even be the original programmer who is asked
to maintain the program.

5. Testing of the program

Quite common errors in a program can be
easily overlooked by the programmer because
the program has only been tested by one per-

son or on one system. lt is always useful to get
the program tested (via friends or otherwise) on
as many different set-ups {memory, processor:
display mode, operating system and other
software) as possible. Programmers should
never assume that they will have switched the
machrne ofl before loading a program.

Other di{ficulties arise due to programmers
failing to test the whole program again after
alterations have been made. Even minor chan-
ges, whether they are bug fixes or enhance-
ments can affect the operation of the program
in other areas - consider the case of a bug due
to the wrong variable being used - if the value
of that variable was altered as a result ol the
bug, another part of the prograrn may have
relied on this new value of the variable to work
properly. Therefore, by {ixing the bug, you have
created a problem elsewhere because the vari-
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able never reaches the correct value!
It can also help to test the program fully at

each stage of development - the earlier a bug
is spotted the better:

6. Presumptions absut the type of input
device to be used

lf a program will support rnore than one type
of input device (for example a mouse and the
keyboard), try them both for all commands -
quite often I have come across prograrns where
a command will work when selected by the
mouse but not by the keyboard. Although use
of standard menuing systems may reduce the
chances of this happening, don't forget that
most menu systems allow the programmer to
dictate how keypresses are to be interpreted
and which keypress is available to call each
menu item.

7. Failure to keep track of what each variable
is used for

Again, this comes down to good housekee-
ping - quite often bugs in a program can remain
hidden for quite a while where the wrong
variable has been used {or even misspelt).

I. Top-down design of programs
Many programs (especially games software)

seem to be designed starting with the graphics
design, normally rn conjunction with the idea
behind the game and with the programming
forming a poor third place. This can lead to a lot
of unplayable games as the programmer strug-
gles to write code which can meet the needs of
the program design. The programming needs to
be given as much thought as the other two
areas, which can in some circumstances rnean
that the programmer and program designer (if

not the same person) must closely liaise from
the very start - if the limits of the programmer
are known at the outset this can save a lot of
problems later on.

9. The need for speed
A lot of program source codes become

incomprehensible as the programmer strives to
get the maximum speed out of a program -
shorter variable and procedure names do not
affect the speed greaily ieven in interpreted
code) and only reduce readability lf you are
insistent that the shortest names possible
should be used, why not use full names in the
source code (and full remark lines) and then run
the program through a filter program which will
convert the variable names to their shorter



equivalents and remove remark lines before
co mpilatio n/distribution?

For similar reasons, it is always worth ensuring
that the prograrn is completed and works 100%

before trying to optimise the program for speed
- after all, it is only really the most frequently
used and time consuming parts of a program
that are worth optimising for speed.

10. Re-inventing the wheel
A lot of programmers suggest that they either

do not know what facilities are available to their
programs frorn the operating system or seem to
take delight in re-writing whole sections of
code. ll a facility needed within the program
already exists f rom another widely available
source, consider using this other source as
there is less code tor the programmer to write
and therefore less chance of bugs creeping in.

This is especially helpful with printer drivers
where there are a whole range of printers
available, each needing its own specific printer
driver: Most users will have adapted a printer
driver already for their own printer and therefore
why noi make provision to ailow the user to
add the printer driver they already use? tven if
the you don't want to incorporate someone
else's code (for exarnple if you wanted to avoid
paying the royalties), write your own code by all

means, but why not give the user the option of
replacing your printer driver with one they may
already have from some other means,

11. Trying to have a monopoly on the system
More and more users are experiencing the

loys of proper multitasking {or even multi-pro-
cessing) whereby several programs are being
run side by side sharing the same facilities. lt is
always a shame when one of those programs
assumes that they will be the only ones acces-
slng the computer's facilities and therefore lock
the other programs out - for example many
computers will allow a program to open read-
only files which do not prevent other programs
from accessing that same file at the same time.

12. Trying to use undocurnented systern ealls
The main problem in using anything which is

not oflicially documented is that it is liable to
change (or not be supported by er"nulators)l You
should avoid using undocumented code as you
can never be certain (a) what that code will do
in all circumstances; and (b) whether that code
will always be available * This is a dangerous
way of cutting corners and should never be
used - all that you are doing is ensuring that

1S Qt- trodey w

your software is not future-proof.

13. Use of other people's code
ln a similar vein, many programmers seem to

use other people's code {for example operating
system calls) without fully understanding the
code - il you cannot be certain how code will
react in all circumstances, you need to be very
careful in using it - again, this is where a lot of
testing ol a prograrn is imperative.

14. Making assumptions about the system on
which the program willrun

Some programmers seem to make assump-
tions about the set-up of the system on which a
program will run {for example the hardware on
which the program will be used). As machines
are developed, so are emulators which allow
people to run programs written for one opera-
ting system on other hardware platforms. lf you
can write code which is hardware independent,
you will rncrease the poiential market for your
program. To some extent, even operating
system programs can be writien (by using C or
PASCAL for example) - unfortunately these pro-
grams tend to be limited as not all impiementa-
tions of a language are the same and each
operating system may need separate libraries
writing - this does however reduce the amount
of work needed to convert a program t0
another operating system if you wish to do so

lJnfortunately, hardware and operating system
independent programs tend to be slower than
programs specifically written for one platform -
it is a trade o{f between the available market
and speed. Normally it is better to concentrate
on making programs hardware independent.

15. Writing too rnuch code too fast
A lot of programs appear cumbersome, not

written in clearly defined sections - if you can
test each section of a program separately this
will assist in tracing and fixing errors - it also
useful to get a basic working program before
you turn your attention to the detail {such as the
layout of the menus)"

Finally, may I make a plea on behalf of the
users. Don't ever make the fatal mistake ol
believing a program to be finished and com-
pletely error free - even the oldest programs on
the market still show signs of bugs every now
and then or incompatabilities as the platform
they run on changes. lf you want people to use
other software written by you in the future,
support your usersl
T
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ProWesS is a new user environment for the QL.
ProWesS is short tor "PROGS Window Managor",
brrt il is much more than that. Apart from a new
window rnanager, it contains all the s
€xt€nsions from PROGS, and is esserdial if
want to run programs which need
extensions.
The ProWesS reader is a major part ol th
package. lt is a hypertext document browser. Th
means that text tilss which include formattin
commands (including piclure$) and possibly links
to other tiles can be displayed and read in this
program. This is used in ProWesE to read (and
possibly print) the manuals. and display the help
files. The hypertext documents which are used by
the ProWssS reader are in HTML format, the
format which is popular on lnternet to display
World Wide Web pages.
Anothei importanl aspeel of ProWesS is the
possibility to allow program$ lo automatically
install themselv€s on your system, and to be able
to run them without resetling the syslem. This
means that, when you get a new progran, all you
have to do is inseri the disk and indicate ''stafi ihe
program in flpl_", a menu option in the "ulilities"
button. To install a program. you indicale 'install
software", and the soflware can b6 add€d to your
system. This way, you don't need to knsw how to
write a boot file to us€ the multi-tasking
capabililies of your computer.
ProWesS includes many programming libraries.
These include syslib, an inlerface to the operating
system, Pnoiorma, a vector graphics system,
allowing rend€ring both on screen and on paper
{via a printor driver). The DATAdeeign engino is
also part of ProWesS, lt is a relational
system with a bonus, as you don't ev@n ne€d a
key field. You get a powerlul record at a time data
manipulation extension to the language you
already use. Of course it also ineludes ProWesS
itself, ihe new resolution independent window
manager.

Never before has it been so easy to create, iill in
and mainlain your personal databases. To $art a
new file, just type the narnes o{ lhe fields. To addnew lrl€, just type the names ot lhe fields
oI delete a field, no problem, just do it. To
the name of a iield, just indicate it.
What's more you can choose to look at onwhai's more you can chooge to look at only those
fields you want, and in any order you specify. And
you can select which records you want to yieq
and whidr not.
DATAdesign allows you to have some hidden
comments for each record. have a geneial look at
the file (in tabulated iorrn) or to transfer a record
into the scrap o{ hotkey buffer, so you can ear
impon a record in your favorite text processor
editor !

Security ;s a strong point for DATAdesign.
files will be memorv based, for maximurn
Files can also be disk based. making suie
changes are immediatly stored on disk, so even
in the eveni of power lailure, you can at mosi
loose the chanoes to one record Iloose the changes to one record I

Naturally, DATAdesign is good al sorting and
searching, And il you were using another
database, you can convert Archive or Flashbackdatabase, you can converl Archive or Flashback
files to DATAdesign,
The new v4 ol DATAdesign makes the program
even easier to use than before. You can now also
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have QD-style icons on your screen to make
program even easier to opemie.
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This is the program which brought OL computing
into the nineties, Finally you get access to a
modern technology, 'Vecior graphics." This
means that your page will be stored in a
mathematical lorm, and not as a collection of
pixels,
With LlNEdesian. vou can create artisticWith LlNEdesign, you can create artistic
drawings, tedrnical drawings" process bilmap$
(even scale and rotale thern!), and any kind o{
vector drawings. You can draw lines, curves,
circles, ellipses, pies, equaree, rectangles,
rectangles with rounded corners, and any
combination of these to create the most fabulou6

public domain libraries and BBS's. You can
import Adobe lllustrator filqs.

drawings ever seen. Because LlNEdesign is a
vector drawing prognm, any part of the picture
can be moved, scaled, rotated, slanted without
any loss of precision or resolution. ln LlNEdesign,
pictures are device independant, meaning that
the printoul will be the same on any printer (e.g.
same size and position).
Also LlNEdesign is good at handling text. You can
easily pul titles and lull paragraphs on the page.
All the fonts can be displayed at any size,
rotalion, etc, All lhe lonts which are available to
ProWesS can be used in LlNEdesign.
LlNEdesign is a drawing program, but it can also
be used by people who are not good at drawing.
LlNEdesign is a great program for making
leaflets, posters, and any kind of printed work.
Lots of clipart and extra fonts are available from

Easy to u$e program t0 creale listings on any
printer (especially inkiet and laser). This ProWesS
application allows you to indicate the files which
have to be prinled, Each column contains a footer
which can include the filename and filedate, The
listings ahvays allow perforation, PFlist can create
your lisiings in two columns and in landscape (or
both).

-t*J
aq

cFd
F\.J
tr"n
Fdq

(Er File search utility with many uselul options, like
* the choice to search only files with a cenain
SJ extension, and whether or-not the directory tree

'\r has to bg scanned. All oceurences of the
ftl searchstring will be displayed with line number or
qj ofiset. YotI can alsd use special matching
r-1r' features. like case dependent, matching a spac€q.ft| with a siretch of whitrispace, and searciing ior a' -1 word dilimited strino.

€^-+ manage your tonl collection. You can preview
IU(LL- fonts on screen, see whai characlers erist in av , "-t font and convert Adobe Type 1 and similar fonls
UT LLS for use in ProWesS.

All our sonware has eleclronic manualsrwhich can be read and prinled in the ProWesS reader. Horrrever, we can also supply printed copies ol
th€ documentalion (or even your o\,vn HTML files|. Th€ costs ars BtF 3 per paqa. Dlus ooslaoe cosls. Contact us lor mora ijbtiits.
ProWesS does not include ihe programming dbarmentation. This is availabie via birlletin"board and public domain software suppliers. The
Programming documentation is readable in the ProWesS reader, and padly in DATAdesign (the demo version is be included). We ian stpply
the ptogramming docs for BEF 100 (HD disks only!) lf ordered with soniething else, you doin't have to pay oxlra postage.

ProWes$ - BEF 2400
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True Confessions
- The Reply
Wolfgang Uhlig

ln the last issue of QL TODAY the problems of
Qpac2, the hotkey system and the question of
how to write a good boot program came up
again.

Geoff Wicks wroie a very personal article
about button maniacs and his own 'true con-
fessions'. He asked people to convince him and

other non-button-users of why it would be
better to use buttons.

That gave me the idea to write a small article
dealing with my own boot program and descri-
bing why I love to work WITFI buttons. Both
parts belong to each other and have one basic
and important theme, the POINTER ENVIRON-

MENT together with the HOTKEY SYSTEM.

TI-{E BOCT PRCGRAM
My boot program has had more 0r less the

same design since I've had a QXL card together
with SMSQ{/E) as operating system. Of course
little changes take place every now and then,
new software comes, an old program has to
disappear Here some parameters must be
changed, there a srnall - at this moment helpful
- HOTKFY has to be added, but the frame
remarns the same.

As I neither work with other operating sys-
tems nor on other platforms, all testing and
questioning In the boot program can be omitted.
I work on rny QXL with SMSQ/E and that's it!

The above is, except for some minor details,
my boot program. Of course the different pro-
grams and extensions are to be found in diffe-
rent subdirectories but I left those out for ease
of reading. The names of the Qpac2-items are a
little bit different in the German and English
versions {information for German readers).
lf you delete all the REMarks, from which

some people, as I hope, can learn a little, a

compact and easy-to-read fin my opinion] boot
program remains, that will fit the needs of many
a Ql-user

And there we are, with Geoff Wicks the
'button-hater' I find it rather bold - I must say -
to ludge the character qualiiies of people by
whether they are using buttons or not, as Geoff
does. ln my opinion this matter is more complex
and has to do with the very individual manner o{
working with one's computer

There are people who prefer to do no more
than two things at the same time. They hate it
when two or more jobs have their windows 0n
the screen, Everything has to be clear and
tidied up and nothing may cause distraction. The
other extreme rs people who cannot have
enough jobs running on the screen, whomust
have everything available at any time They hate
every second they lose searching for a file or
task anywhere in the system. A lot of people
like to work with the keyboard, mainly those
who write a lot. They aremostly able to type
with ten fingers, they know dozens of macros
or altkeys by heart and feel distracted when
having to take the mouse. 0n the contrary
people who draw or paint a lot, who can only
write wiih two or three fingers, love to work
with the mouse. There are people who have
difficulty with learning to read and write in the
right way and are very thankful for being able
to choose an item - which is written correctly -
with the mouse.

There are more examples of extremes and
there are lots of people who are anywhere in

between.
There is no "good' or "bad'rnethod or manner

and one is no luddite or heretic if one feels
better in the one or the other directionl

Going through my boot program you will
notice that I belong to those who like to work
with buttons, though not to such an extreme
extent that I described above. I will try to
explain why this is so, giving an example. For a
few months l've been busy writing a rather big
program in SBASIC which is now ready and will

be used {or the administration of a bicycle shop
here in Nijmegen where I live,

During the development ol such a piece of
software you do not only learn a great deal by
constantly trying out different ways to solve a
problem but also do you have new ideas each
and every day {okay, I have}' 'here I want to have
another sprite', 'oh, now I must write a small
extension for a certain purpose", "..1 could put a
L0GO into all of the faxes, couldn't l?",'so many
commands for my HP Deskjet, couldn't I write a
printer driverin Basic?",..... and so onl So I very
often have to stari a new program, a second or
third BASIC Job or to wake another program up.

For the development of my program I need
the following things - not always ALL of them at
the same time, but most ol them.

o QD with SBASIQD-Thing for development
and testing

e QD with QBASIC*Thing for compilation

a& &X- flodey wm
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SINCI-AIR. QL / 288

BRAND NEW QL CIRCUIT BOARDS LATEST ISSUT JS

UNPOPULAITD
R0MS etc. 150
BOARDS [20

IAME.S.
DISI$ INFilffi
B0Xf0tor
r20 oNld

288 - T'HE IDEAL PORTABI-E COMPANION F'OR TFIE QL
File transfer kits available for the PG, QL, Mac and other cornputers

,/t
LOWE_R PRTCES FLOPPY D|SK DRTVES FOR QL AND PC

{NB: 4Mb drives need Gold Oard or Super Gold Card)

CAPACITY

SINGLE DRIVES

zMb DS OD & HD

E75

4Mb DS EHD

TWIN DRIVES

BARE DRIVE$

f120 €180

€38 €68

New nnono's green or amber - €68
monitors - e85

iltnI\l ITnD q!VIr\-ti\i I \"/tl\lE

MICRODRIVE CARTRIDGES

new cartridges in a wallet 910
940
€10
tl5

QL Psion Software;
V2.35 Quill, Abacus, Archive, Easel in wallet
Separate programs
lnlerface 1

new cartridges in five wallets €18
€x0
[20

program cartridges in two wallets
Microdrives

SPARES

QL Printer Centronics lnterface €29
QL Membranes (with instructions) f13

zx-8302
zx-8049 (rPc)
MC1377
For other iterns please enquire

s3
Itz

€3New lop and bottom cases
zx-6301

[10
t12

Large Quanlity of QL Boards, Cases, Spares etc.

lncludes built-in word processor, spreadsheet, database, BASIC, calculaior, clock, alarm,
calendar and W52 terminal emulation. Uses four AA alkaline batteries (approx. 20 hours) or
220v a.c. power supply (included).

OL & Pe and other co.nputer userc will find the Carnbridge 268 especiaNly t^rseful for work
away frorn the desktop. With transfer programs deta can be safely exchanged $'ith other

version 3 - €95, V€rsaon 4 (OZ4) - f;120 k@a
TRONICS PRINTER INTERFAGEg - S3C NEW RUEBER KEYBOARDS - 918

RAMS and EPROMS - from [32 EPROM ERASERS - f29
220v Power supplies - f10R KITS - from f25 (OL - €12)

P/C LINK - f25 MAC LINK - T25

SEND FOR COMPLETE PRICES INCLUDING:

Reconditioned 288 e50
wilh 90 day warranty
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c QD in a patched version with dutch menu-
items

e QD to look at and alter different daia-files
o TextBT to write documentation and a manual
c EASYMTNU to design menus, sometimes

twice to compare them
e EASYSPRITE to make sprites
e APPMAN to handle sprites and menus
o DBAS-PTR_EXE, a database program (PD),

often two or three times to compare and
relate databases

s QFAX to try out, whether this part will func-
tron

6 QTPI to exchange data between the bicycle
shop and my home and therefore

also ..

o ACP - the packer program of Thierry Gode-
froy

c SBASIC to try out or trace parts of pro-
grams, and last but not least ..

o the file menus win*, ram- und flp-, which are
used regularly

I must say, I'm completely unwilling to spring
from one iob to another by using the CTRL C
"Hoikey'.

Geoff also discusses a 'cluttering up' of the
screen with irrelevant information, ln my opinion
this actually happens only when you are multi-
tasking iobs which don't take the whole screen
and you don't have a chance to hide thern
anywhere!

So iust BECAUSE I like a tidy screen, buttons
are of so much importance to me, lf I don't want
to u{ork in a certain program, I simply drop it.

{What else are the famous 'Zzz' bultons for:

then??) lt will decently find a place in the button
frame and wait for another call to continue its
work The button frame thus holds a lot of
absolutely NOT irrelevant information and makes
it possible to get what you want, in a minimum

of time.
Geoft says that he wants to move from one

program to another with a minirnum ol key-
presses and he gives an example for thls, But
where is the advantage of:

a) calling up the 'hotkey' menu, scrollrng
through it to find the right program and then
click on it to start it up (- at least 4 keypresses)

against
b) use the mouse to place the pointer on the

button of the prograrn and click with the right
mouse button (= 1 'key'P1ess)

???

Most importantly, you really don't HAVE T0
always use buttons, only because you have
theml Probably everyone has got the one 0r
the other favourite key or key combination for
certain tasks. So do l. lt would be silly to go
through the whole procedure of picking the
button frame, starting the hotkeys menu only to
start 'QWATCH', which is hidden under let's say
text8T. Of course ALT'u'is ultimately fasterl

The great advantage of the hotkey system
actually is the FLEXIBILITY it gives you to finC

the best way for what you want to do.
As you can see in the above boot program, it

is very simple to create buttons for your favou-
rite software, il you have done a lot of HOTKEY-
definitions anyway. There are people who do
and there are people who don't. All of them are
content with what they do and that's the way it
should be. The one who tries to conclude a
.deep-rooted 

insecurity' out of this, in my
opinion tells more about himsell than about
others.

Geofl dat slaat gewoon nergens opl {Geoff
Wicks will understand this)

ALf Fl = Wolfgang Uhlr"g Del,'sfraat 80 NL -
6524 KS Nilmegen

100 REI'lark *f**x exnnple boot progran for Sll,SQE

110 Rlllark xxxxx First sorne defaults
120 PR0G-USE vinl*
130 DATA*USE win1-
140 DE'V_USE 1, LrINL--my-f avorite-sub di.r€ etory-
1"50 DEV-USE 2, UlNlanother-one-
160 :

L70 R[ltark {**** nsw tbe umissable tbings
L7L REMark xxxxx If you dontt bave SISQE you will have to tlresprr lrere:
L72 REMark x*xxx ptr_gen, &lnan and bot_rext!
180 TRESPR Qpac2
190 LRESPR Menrrext
200 IRXSPR Qlib-run-J36urod
210 LBESPR qlib-bin
220 LRESPR [istory1v26c-cde
230 his-def #0,50
240 IBESPR EASYPTR-ptrnenr-cde

Fi FTL& th fodcar w



2r0 IRESPR qbasici\ext
260 TRESPR Filelnfo2_bin
270:
280 REMark x*xt{x f,r,rs extensions for database progranning
290 I,RESPR DBAS-DBAS-3IN

JOO TRESPR DBAS-.DATA-.BIN

J10 :

320 REMark xx*xl{ !igg63 letters on a QXl, 800x500 screen
330 adrl=RFSpR(875 ) : adr2=RESpR(825 )

340 fBYTES ta1]-1-q1s,adr1
J50 LBYTES tallJ-qls, adr2
360 CHAR_DEF adr1, adr2
370 t

J80 REMark xxx*x 4s( for sone patience
?on nT < 4n
)/v vw ilv

400 PRINT #0, I'sti11 a few seconds to go, please waitt'
/t10 :

/r20 REMark ***** new define all ny HOT_re$
4J0 REMark xx*t(* 6 HoTfiXY definition con$ists always of:
440 REMark xx*xx iERT II0T-' and one out of the 'l0AD'-rIfiING'-rRES'-fani1y, and the
450 REMark xx*xx parentbeses in between you (first) cboose the tkey' for (second) tbe job it will do)
460 REltlark xxxxx if you take a snal1 letter the H0TXEY will tuncti.on witb sna11 letter AND

/'70 BEMark l{xxx* sitf capital letter. If you take a capital letter, it will function
480 REMark xxxxx ONLY wittr capital letter
490 :

500 REMark x*xxx firgl the QPAC2 features
510 ERT H0T-THTNG ('f"'fi1e$')
520 ERT H0T-i{AXU { 'p', 'Pick' )

530 ERT HOT-IIAKE ('w','Wake')
,40 EnT H0r-!Ial1E ('1"*r;ob')
,50 ERT II0T-WAXE ('h','hotkeys')
560 REMark xxxx* {,bs tb}ee next arr very usefu1 and naXe tbe systen extrenely bandy

570 REMark xxxxx lhs first wil1 bring JOB 0=BASIC on top

WE SUPPGRT SNNCX,ATR

QBOX USA

COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARD SERVICE
(810)2s4*9878

n Now in our 3rd year on-line round the clock since October, 1993

n F"ull messags area and Fitre Download areas

U We carry atrl popular StrNCtNR. msssage areas frorn Europe

m Cails from 14.4k--300 baud ere wetrcorne

n QEOX - USA runs on & SINCLA{R QL with $uper Gold Caed,
Hermes, QUtsIDE, 200M8 drive, USR sportster 14.4 madern

.* ruO FEES CALL US
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580 Enr HoT_PICK ('b 
" 

' ' I
590 REMark *xxxx nsx{ one rebuilds buttonfrane and brings pointer to first button
600 REMark xxxxx thus you are able to fi.nd back ANltbiag at ANf monent!
610 REt'lark xxxJ(x you can configure QPAC2 to do the sane witb click on both nouse buttons!
620 REMark xxrxx just start Menuconfig or Config and go thrcugb tbe configurable featues
630 REMark xxx** ef QPAC2. fhere is no chance of missing it!
6i'0 EBT I{oT-THING (' "','button-Pick')
650 REMark xxx*x the third one makes EVIRY job falling asleep (yawn!)
660 ERT HOT-THING ('z','button*sleep?)
678 t

680 R&'lark x***i{ not+ sone progra$s that have to be rresident (qO if you $ant
590 Rlllark xxxlrx 16 use the SBeS/QD-tbing) or whicb I waat to be resident because
708 REMark x**xx ef tbe hi.gh-speed access (sna11 prograras of ny own in this case)
?10 ERT Ii0T--RES (ru', rqwatchqxlobjt)
?20 ERT Hor_-RES {'0"'8D')
?30 sRT HoT--RES (u{u,nuti1-ob3")
?40 ERT HOT--RrS ('dr, i{olledaturn-obj')
750 ERT H0T-.RES (' | ', 'vollewecker-obj ')
760 :

770 &91'{ark xx*xx flsrs tbey finally eone: ny favorite progra$s
780 ERT II0TJOAD ('ae','EASYPm,-easysprite-exe' )
790 ERT H0T-L0AD (,,f','EAsyPTR-easymenu*exe' )

800 ERT HOT-L0AD ('ij"'EAsYPTt-appman-obj t 
)

810 ERT HoT_L0AD ('x"'DBAS-TBPTR_exe' )

820 EnT I{oTJoAD ('0', rmacro-exet)

S30 ERf HoT-],oAD (u6n,ulDEsboot-obj"):RoMark ***x* s Linedesign booter, not LD itself
8/r0 ERT H9T-;,6AD ('rj','QD_1ib'):REMark xxxxx QD witb QBASIC as a fiIING
850 EnT H0T-i0AD ( rTr,'text87p1us4' 

)

e60 ERT H0TJ0AD ("Ot'r t'rnenuconfig-gernantt 
)

B?0 ERT H0T_I0AD (uiu, *QLFED_objo')

BB0 ERT H0TJ0AD (u ","QPl_qtpi155_exe")
890 ERT H0T_L0AD (ulu,'ACP_obj')
900 EBT H0TJ0AD ( " d", "gspread;' \ny-favorite-spreadsheet | tr 

)
910 ERT H0TJ0AD (ulu,uqlib*obju)
924:
930 BEMark xl(xxx perbaps you wonder wlry I tale so nany of these riurpossible-to*renenber-keysl

940 REMark xxxt(x Actually, I D0 III0T HAVS to remenber them because tbey will bave a button. The

950 RElvlark xxxt(x advantage is: nearly all my rnornalr letters on the keyboard are free for
960 REMark xxx+({ tenporary AITKEYS or Ii0TKEYS during a session and I ean renenber tbem easily tben!
974 :

980 REMark **xxx ALT/F3 starts an SBASIC and then ndoesu everything you wrote in tnyprog-basr

990 ERT H0T-TIiIl'iG (cHR$(240), I sbasic' ;'do myprog-bas' )

1000 :

1010 RElvlark x***x sone s:(amp1e$ of HOTI{EyS

1020 REMark xxxxx write ny adress with ALT/F1 in every prograrr wber€ text input is possible
1030 ERT H0T*]GY (CHR$(212),ruo1fgang llblig','Delistraat B0r, tNL - 652t, KS Nijuregent)
1040 REMark xxxxx ALT/F4 briags up a file-select window in SBASIC
1050 lnT HoT_ltEy (cHn$(24l+), toutl:1oad file_select$ (,,,,,,,1, ) 

" 
" )

1060 REMark xxxxx ALTIF5 (in qo Gernan version) sets a narker, deletes line nuurbers and goes back to
narker
1070 EnT H0T-KEy (cHn$(24s),cm$(2/,0)&"lifin&CHR$(32)&Ciln$(24.0)&nzlil&cr{R$(2/,0)&"li{c")
1080 REMark *xxxx ALTIF6 the same with inserting linenurnbers
1090 nRT HoT_rCy (CHR$(23l,),CHR$(240)&n!{!n&CHR$(32)&CHR$(21.0)&nZEr&CHR$(21.0)&"MG")

1100 :

1110 REMark xxxlti( the last H0TIGY is an exanple for HOT-CMD: $berever you are, this HOTXEY wi.11
1120 REMark xxxxx bring Job 0, BASIC, on top, write down the 'counaldt and ENIER it"
1130 REMark *t(x*x donrt ask ne why QFAX would not go with IiOT_I0AD?!
1140 EnT H0T-CID (CHR$(250),tex qfax;tt-W 2t'r)
1150 :

1160 REMark xx**x 0kay, now let's begin to build the button frane
1170 REI'lark xl(ltxit I take tbe TEJCEPi connand for tbe files-nenus because they are then jobs and
1180 REMark l{x**x s job can sinp\y be renoved if sonetbing goes wroag
1190 REMark xxxxx tbe paraneters here are: r\br = colour eonbinatiol, t\nt = the nane YOU sant
1200 REMark xxx** to give to tbe button arld rVr = contents of tbe deviee
1210 REMark xxxxx t[s]€ are nore paraneters possi.ble, but these do best
1220 DGP ilfilesx''\b 3 \n LIII{1 U wi-n1*l
1230 nGP trfilesil''\b 3 \n !lIN2 \I win2-r
12ir0 SXBP ilfilesrt;'\b 3 \n RAM1 \I ranl'
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1250 EXEP trfilestr''\b 3 \n RAM2 U ran2 t

1260 EXEP rtfilesrt;'\b 3 \n FtPl \I flpl*r
1270 DGP rrfilesrt;'\b J \n CD \I winJ_':Rtr!1ark if tbe CD-Ron is on rE: on your pC

1280 :

1290 BEMark x***r( now tbe buttons which belong to tbe systen. I must confess tbat I sti1l dourt
1300 REMark xxxxx urdsrstand which exactly the differences are between BT'SIEEP, BT_I,IAIG, B?_H0?XEY
1310 REMark itxxxtr and 8T-$Gc but the way rrve arranged it works best, so what?
1320 REMark **l('l** [eys, too, you could give a nane of your choice, for
1330 REMark xxxxli exanple <BT-SLEff rwaket,'l{ake up, little Suzierr or sometbing like that
1340 BElrlark x*itx* J6u need no parentbeses here!
1350 BTJi,EEP ri{ake'

1360 BT-SIIEP rPick'
1370 BTJLEEP 'Rjobr
1380 BT-SI.FIP rJobsl

U90 BT-ST.tEP rehannelsl

1400 BTJLEEP 'hotkeysl
11110 BT-SIIEP tsysdef r, iMAKE-.DIRr

1/t20 REMark lt*x*x f,[s button$ for the nost inportant prograns whieh of course have to be
11130 REMark t(xxt(x t{oTJ0ADed or _Cliped or --RESed
1/140 REMark x*xxx you take the key you defined above aad give it a nane of your choice, that's it
1450 BT-JIOTTEY'T" IQD_BASICI

1ir60 BT-JI0TXEY rr)', 
'QD-II5'

11i70 BT-II0TIGY t e.', 'QSPREAD'
1480 B1'_Ji0TIGy tTr, rtgll
1/'90 BT-J{0TKEY tdr,'LnFSr
1500 BT-J{0TX3y rgn, ng6p5'1gn

1510 BT-JIOTXEY r€t, 
'SPRITET

L520 BT_JIoTTEY r,{r, rlmNur

1530 BT_JI0TIGY 'd" TAPPMAN'

1540 BTJIoTHEY'x"'DATABASET
1550 BT_JIoTXEY "]'r, ilPACIGR'r

1560 BT_JIoTKEY trin, TQLFEDTi

1570 BT_JIOTIGY n il,nQTPI 1.5r"
Lr80 BT_JI0TIGY r{r, ng11trn

1590 REMark l(xxxx s1{ now the comnand that will nake everything work:
1600 Ii0T_G0
1610 :

l-620 REMark '(xxtx sti11 sone nore tb,ings to do
1630 EXEC freenenbt :RIMark xxl{*x s66}f pr"ogran wbich fits into tbe button fraue and
76/10 R$4ark t(xxx* sho$s free systen rneooly
1650 H0T--D0 ttu" :REMark l(xxl(x Hot-rtdoestt tbe watch fnrn above
1660 DISP_UPDAIE 2,2:RS'163! xx,r(** inportant for tbe QXL
1670 IO-PRI0BITY 10 :R$'lark xxx*x f[s sanq
1680 :

1690 REMark xxxx* ttlo keyboard autorepeat changes
1700 P0m-l.I 163980,20:REMark xxltxx waits only 20 (what, ms??) before autorepeat starts
1710 POIG-W L63982'L;REllark xxifxx n6!ss autorepeat extremely fast ("".,5 1s slow)
1720 TRA J :REMark xx*,rx onlJ SMSQE! sets tra table to IBM
1730 EX winlutil-sysnon_exe ;REMark xxx** ispellant utility
1740 lloTjo t.r :RElrfark **xxx sss above, brings pointer to first button
1750 :
1760 REMark ****t( s procedure to bring me to the normal Qt*resolution and play Ionely Joker ; )
1?70 DEFine PR0Cedure qql
1780 DISP-STZE 512,216
1790 LlM0l{;PAUSE 25
1800 SX lJ-exe
1810 END DEFine qql
1820 :

1830 REMark xx{}tx s1d back to work ; (
1840 DEFine PRO0edure svga
1810 DISP_SIZE 800,600
1860 END DEFine
1870 REMark *X*XxxxtfX*Xr(*X*+x.XXl(XXX*xxXXXl(**x**XXX**xXXt(l(**X***xttXl(*itXXXt(XXX*

n
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Channeleon Sysmon
")achen Merz

A number of customers already asked me if
and when QPAC 1's very useful SYSMON
program will be updated so that it is colour
eoniigurable. They would like to see it appea-
ring red in the button frame instead of green, so
that it fits into the general appearance of their
button frame. I never worried about the colour
myself, but I preter a green button frame. As we
get plenty of this kind o{ request for all kinds of
changes in all the products, and we can't, unfor-
tunately afford to pay 500 programmers to fulfil
all the wishes at once as you can imagine, the
chances that this change in SYSMON will hap-
pen soon are quite small. Howeverl not much
work is required so that you can do it yourself il
you like Type in the following program and it will

patch your SYSMON to red. As the program will

use some advanced features of SMSQ's
SBASIC, here a quick explanation so that
people who do not use SMSQ can convert it

using old-fashioned SuperBASlC commands
instead. First, SYSMON is copied into a separate
file - never patch the originall The file

SYSMON-red is then searched for two patterns
which it recognises, so that the patch will work
independently of version and language. The first
patch makes sure that free area in the sprite is
printed in red instead of green. The strange
MODI 4 display organisation is quite helpful this
time: every even byte represents green, every
odd byte represents red. Therefore, all we have
to do is add 1 to the address in which the pixel

is set - this makes it red instead of green. The
next occurrence patches the border - all we
have to find is the window definition, in which
we patch ihe real colour green (4) to red {2).

100 REMark Change SYSMON to red colour
110 REMark xxx will run on SMSQ only! *x)f
l-20 INPUT r$ysnon fi.lenane > ' ; file$
130 filered$-111"9&t-redr
140 OOPY file$ T0 filered$
150 OPIN #3,filered$
160 l=FLEts(#3) :DIM s$(8)
170 FOR c=0 T0 1-10 STEP 2

180 LCET #3\c,chk1,chk2
190 rF chtl=$6q7A4h97 AND chk2=$6D0605r'2
200 I{GET #3\c+8,grn:IF grn=$C800:WPUT #3\c+8r$C801-:PRINT'Red contents patched'
210 END IF
2L5 IF chkl=$l-84.0000 AND chk2=0
217 IIGET #3\c+12rgrn:IF grn=4:I'IPUT #3\e+!2.2;PRINT 'Red border patchedr
2]-8 END IF
220 END FOR

230 CLOSE#3

240 PRINT rFinishedt

n
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Sr!.lgrTtvE!
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Buttsn {.Jp Ysun Overview
Roy Wood

I was leafing idly through the last copy of QL
Today when I noticed a gauntlet thrown down
by a man who had lust stopped short of table
dancing. Could this belong to the fearless Geoff
Wicks I thought, he who uses Just Words and
no buttons? Never being one to pass up a good
challenge I leapt into the fray, Up up and away
'Button Mlan'. Well I had to reply, didn't l, because
he made such a fuss with his buttonless fly
rernarks. Yes I have a lot of buttons 0n my

screen and, now I have an Aurora, I have room
for even more but
they are not there
just for show I use
them all at some
point rn a busy day
and if I had io 'con-

trol C'through them
to find the program I

want then my day
would be even lon-
ger You see not
everyone has only
bought three pro-
grams in his com-
puting career {no
wonder us traders
and software wri-
ters are so poor). lf I

only had three pro-
grams running I

would probably not
bother with a button
f rame either The
trouble is that I do a lot with my QL that involves
the interaction of more than one program s0 the
buttons are handy Poor old Geof f has not
realised that you can have a hotkey to pull up
the button frame and select the program you

want from there. I make that two keypresses
and if you want to 'control C' to the third
program in a group then I am already one up on
him (Add it up for yourself - I am sure you will

Solvit) There are some unenlightened program-
mers who have not used Jochen's excellent
QMenu extensions to give us access to a files
menus so, if I am using one of their programs, I

iust press the centre mouse button, click on the
button for the files directory I need, highlighi the
file and click on the progam underneath putting
me in a position to use the stuffer buffer to stuff

the file name. So thats four buttons accounted
tor - flpl-, flp2-, winl-, win2-, raml-, ram2- -
one for each root directory. Multibutton is very
useful (another Jochen Merz invention) because
it gives a readout of the free memory, a button
to click on for the time and date, as well as
allowing you to change the DATA-USE,
PROG-USI and DEST-USI devices from a

menu. This is an invaluable tool for those
programs which insist on putting things into
these devices and not allowing a tidy subdirec-
lory structure lt is all one button but it looks like
10, count it how you like. Now we have Sysmon
from - guess who? This shows you at a glance
how much your memory has become fragmen-

ted and what
each program is

using as well as
keeping an eye
out for memory
corruption and
wailing at you to
tell you when it
happens. Save a

file to your hard
disk when this
little boy is how-
ling and you risk a
map corruption.
Of course l also
have the notepad
from the same
QSUP package
for quick notes
and quick access
to ihe scrap func-
tion and the Pick,
Exec and Riob
menus from QPAC

ll because all of those are useful. From Pick you
can get to any tob in the machine, Exec will take
you to any executable thing or any of the other
QPAC 2 utilities and Rjob will remove any offen-
ding program that has crashed. With me so far?
That is 15 buttons il we include Multibutton as
10. Next there are three buttons for my own

iobs. DSel, Printsel and Words. Dsel will call up a
Qmenu menu of my DATAdesrgn databases and
allow me 1o load a datadesign file quickly

{address book, QL Today subscription list, sup-
pliers, lnvoices all to hand in seconds - try that
from Archivel). Printsel will run one of four pro-
grams for producing the 0 Branch, Miracle
Systems invoices, envelopes etc. - | need that a
lot too, The last one 'Words' can call up three
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diflerent versions of QD, the Qtyp ll dictionary
editor and two of Geoff's own programs -
Thesaurus and Style Checker You may notice
here that I could have a button for each ot
these rtems separately but I am not a slave to
fashion - why use 501s when you have a zip
available ? {do I need a Style Check?}. There are
also buttons for FiFi (for tinding tiles lost in the
system) and the amazing QTPI used daily for
comms functions (Geoff does his on the PC -
snigger). Next comes 'Shell' to call up Albin
Hessler's Cueshell prograrn for copying purpo-

ses and disk comparison, QSpr for the QSpread
speadsheet and another of my own buttons,
Games, to call up a menu of games {for those
odd spare moments - usually Lonely Joker or
QShang). Utils is yet another of my own
Qmenus which gives access to a lot of odd
programs that I use occasionally such as Menu-
config, Winlink, ACP etc. {buttons = 24 and
counting) Next comes DM5 for Disk Mate 5. I

used this to copy our dernos, and many other
disks. You can copy whole subdirectories from
one device to another and examine the disks
themselves wth this tool After that is TB7 for
Text 87 - used lor all word proccessing, QD for
programming and the sending of faxes via

QFAX and finally EPTR which is yet another of
my own menus to call up the various parts of
Easyptr for when I am writing programs. That is
the end of the normal progam buttons and they
are followed by the files buttons I mentioned
earlier and the two ProWesS buttons, utilities
and applications that give me access to the
ProWesS programs, 38 buttons in all and most
of them get a click at least once a day. All of
these have hotkeys associated with them and I

do sometimes use them to call up the programs
that way but the button frame is the quickest
and easiesi to use. Geoff thinks that studying
Jochen's boot file is not the best way to learn
how to use it but I disagree, I could not get to
grips with QPAC ll at first and tried QPACTR
which asked questions assuming I knew what it
was talking about - I didnt, I looked at the
manual for QPAC ll but got nowhere so I called
Jochen and he sent me his boot with expla-
nations and remarks and I was writing boot liles
in no time, This is the thinking behind the QPAC
ll Supplement that Q Branch give away with
QPAC ll. This is a separate disk with a complete
boot file that will call up a few buttons and a
step by step explanation of what each line does.
You can use this boot file as a starting point and
play around with the structure io get a feel tor

Ft c)&a QL Fodcp ww

how the prgram runs. Your boot file will always
evolve because your learn more about the
machine each time you use it and you buy new
programs (well some people do at least), lf you

only want to use Xchange and Perfection (Ughl)

then, of course you don't need buttons * you
can tie your loincloth up with string. Oh and
about those dinosaurs - we knew you could
remember them, you've got a Thesaurus, ,.,...

Wilmal
x

The 288 Sourcebook
Review
Daren D. Branagh

The ZBB Sourcebook ls a freely distributable
Public Domain Disk based book, available from
Steve Johnson (Disk number SJPD61, I believe)
and written, as the author says 'not as a

replacement to the ZBB user guide, but as a

supplement to it, {illing in areas not covered by
the user guide.'

This is a very accurate description in my
opinion. The book is very well written, and the
author draws inspiration from a very wide list of
publications, such as Update lMagazine, ZBB Fax
News, ZBB EProm, and other newsletters that
have since ceased to be - and are unavailable
nowadays, except via this sourcebook.

As the book is written in plain text, The
Author gets around the ZBB's unusual additional
keys by using ,' {less than, greater than} as
DIAMONID, AND [] {brackets) as SQUARE. This
makes following the various procedures much
easier to follow. The plain text {ormat is also
handy in that it is easily portable to most Word-
processors, making printing of a Hard Copy vir
tually painless, should you wish one - lt is also
easy lo download the entire thing to the ZBB
and store it there insteadll

There is a vast amount of additional informa-
tion, for instance, did you know that the ZBB has
variable sound capabilities? No? Then try one of
these, from the BASIC command line,

VDU 1, 52,33,38r34r3/+
VDU 1, r2r33,3/+ r33 r3l+
VDU 1r 52,33,/'0,33,33
I found it amazing that something so signifi

cant gets little or no mention in the user guide.
However the ZB8 sourcebook goes into sulfi-
cient detail on many such topics. lt lists all the



Screen control codes {i.e. codes that are used
to control the screen and to prini special cha-
racters not found on the keyboard) and gives a

full section to Pipedream Tips and Tips on using
BBC BASIC. The Pipedream Tips includes how
to achieve multiple columns easily, insertions,
deletions, separating and moving text, block
moving, general editing, and much more.

For instance, on the subject of its Graphics
capabilities'

Quote, 'The ZB8 is capable of producing
IBM-style line graphies. These are again genera
ted by VDU cornmands in the following format:'

vDU lrAsc(uzu) rAsc(ttxrr) rASC(ttchart')
where char is a letter in the range A through

to 0. Here is an example program for the 288:
10 2=65
20 REPEAT

30 vDU 1,Asc ( "2") ,ASc (,,x,,) ,z
/+0 VDU 9

59 t=Z+J_

60 UNTIL Z=80
l'll bet many of you didn't know thatll
Arnong the other many "new discoveries' was

ihe fact that the 288 has the ability to have up
to 64 UDG's (user definable characters) a facility
I recently used to create a sprite for a game I

wrote, and that BBC BASIC on the Z8B comes
with an inline assembler built-inl According to
the book, the variable P% is used as a program
counter; and the user must set P% to the desi-
red start point for the machine code before
envoking the assembler The assembler can be
envoked by the 't' symbol, and unenvoked
using'l' Below is a sample prosrdffi:

10 DIM code 100
20 ?% = code

30t
/+0 LD 8C,50

'O 
RET

60 1

To quote the Authorr 'lt

is recommended that the
user have a good know-
ledge of 784 machine
code programming
before trying the assem-
bler as lock up on your
ZBB could cause it to do
a hard reset to a 'virginal'

blank state.'
Wise words better told

than learned the hard wayll

The author also goes into the ins and outs of
Memory Organisation (addresses, etc), available
additional hardware and software (including Mini-

Reviews), Rampacks and EProms, Batteries,
General Care and Cleaning of the Z8B, Online
Resources, and Technical Specifications.

The bock is sirnply full of r:seful pieces of
information like this: everything from pipedream
to importing and exporting to either a QL or an

IBM PC is covered, in step by step detail. The
author also gives full details of most of the
various cables needed to connect the 288 to
the outside world - this includes the pin-outs
and type of cable needed, i.e. full details on how
to connect a ZBB to a PC (D825 connectoil, a
QL, an Apple Mac, and another Z8B are inclu-
ded.

Using this information I was able to solder up

a cable to connect
my QL to it - using
an old ioystick
connector and a

length of cable - in

only about 10

minutes, saving
myself a few quid to
bootl When used in

conjunction with Phil

Borman's IMP/EXP
program, and Dilwyn

Jones's
Archive,-,Pipedream
software {Both of
which are also PD

from Steve Johnson) I

have all I need to transfer data between the QL
and the ZBB - and cheapl\r tooll

0L gtR2
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On the Negative srde however the book
mentions various utillties and programs that
were origrnally included on the disk with it.

Unfortunately these are missing from the ver-
sion I have, and I can only assume they have
somehow been "separated" over the years, and
therefore lost, prior to its inclusion in the PD

Libraries in the UK, as the book originated in

Arnerica some years ago. This is a very minor
gripe, as these would only have been a minor
plus to what is already an excellent book.

For those of you interested in obtaining 288
PD software, send [1,50 (plus P&P) to,

Mr lan Braby,288 Software Library,l Bufts
Coftages, Copse Road, St Johns, WOKING
GU21lSU. ENGIAIVD.

and he will send you a comprehensive 30
page catalogue, detailing some 230+ programs

available on EProm or QL disk for the ZB8, The
entire Library is available for tl5ll

However l'm digressing, The ZBB is an excel-
lent portable computer {especially when used
with a QL) and as a result, deserves a decent
user guide. With the 288 scurcebook, this has

become a reality - and as it's as good as tree,
no self-respecting ZBB user should be without
ifl

r

dictionary into an ASCII wordlist and merge it
into the other one).

The program which does it for you is written
for SBASIC in SMSQ - it requires some minor
modification to run it under SuperBASlC in

QDOS. lt uses two function of the menu
extension - FILE-SELECf$ to read the
dictionary filenarne and RFPORT-FRROR to
write out an error and wait for confirmation.
Naturally, the QTYP-SPELL extension has to be
loaded otherwise you could not access QTYP
dictionaries at alll

First, a window is set up. Next, a dictionary
filename is read in. SPTLL-CLEAR clears any
existing dictionary from the memory, and the
selected dictionary is then loaded using
SPELL_NEW

The wordlist is created using the dictionary
filename, with -words appended. lf this fails, the
program stops Make sure the total frlename
length does not exceed 36 characters if this
happens.

The string begin$ contains all the characters
with which e\1ery word in the dietionary rnay

begin. ln the example, the German Umlauts"dcju'
have been sorted into ihe alphabet at the right
position. This can easily be changed for other
languages.

Then, every character is put into QTYP's
comparison bufler in turn and SPELL-WORD$
is repeatedly being read until an empty string is
found, which means, that there is no matching
word with this starting character anymore.

This is how you get a complete ASCII file filled
with all the words contained in a dictionary. You

create a new dictionary or add it to an existing
dictionary usrng the dictionary editor
QTYP_DED.

I have just discovered that, at the trme I write
this article, there seems to be a problem if you
try to run this program on QPC - we're working
on it. We don't know yet whether it is a bug in

the SPELL Extension or in QPC. By the time you
read this article, it may be fixed. Just check the
version numbers in the JMS ad or check the
News section.

A4ore WorCs
Jochen Merz

I hope the title of this article does not confuse
you, but in the end thai's what this article is all

about: lust wordsl lt describes how you can
extract all the words from a QTYP dictionary
into an ASCII-file.

A number of customers asked me how to do
it, and I promised to write an article. There may
be various reasons why somebody wants to
extract the complete word list: il you wish to
edit a dictionary, you may find that it is easier to
do it with an editor like QD. Also, this is the only
way to merge two dictionaries (i.e. expand one

100 IF DEVTYPE(#O),' 1: 0PEN#0,con
110 OUTLN#O, 5t2, 256, o, 0 t IF DxVTYpg ( #1) < > l- : oPEl*l#1, eon
120 WIND0W 5L2,256,0,0:B0RDER 117:PAPER 0:CLS
130 CL0SE

!4a :

150 REPeat
1:60 dic$=FIr'E SETECT$(rseleet Dictionary' , r,0,,,3)
77A ERT SPETI.CLEAR
180 dic=sPELt _NEW(aie$)
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190 IF dicr0:EXIT
200 REP0RT-ERROR dic,,,J
210 END REPeat
zzu :

230 words$=dlc$& r-words I

240 words =FoP_OVER (wordsg)
25A IF words< 0:REPORT-jRR0R words:CLOSE: STOP

26a :
aDn ^+_r\aIv vu-v
280 be gin$=' aQbede f gh ij klmno?ip qrs tugvwxyz'
290 FOR c=1 T0 LEN(beSin$)
3AA Af 22,0:PRINT \\\beein$(c)
3L0 ERT SPELL-CI{ECK(#die,beein$(c) )
32C RXPeat

330 word$=SPELI-WgRD$(#aie)
310 IF NOT LEN(word$):EXIT
35A PRINT#words;word$;
360 et=ct+l: AT 24,8:PRINT ct
37A END REPeat
3BO END FOR

390 CLOSE
i*00 PRINT \\rDone ...'
!

Snippet's ecrnen - Fart 4
M. Knight

Some QL programs use the real-time clock for
timings and some use the file update dates
present in file headers. ln these cases it is a
good idea to permit the user to check and set
the clock, because software that has crashed a
QL badly can corrupt the clock too. The routine
provided here allows users to both check and
set the clock at the same time, without affecting
the time if it doesn't need changing.

Many QL clock setting routines expect the
user t0 type in the SDATE parameters which is

a very error-prone method of setting the clock;
one unnoticed error can put the clock out by
years. The advantage with this routine is that
the current setting is visible all the time and the
user need only use the cursor keys. lf you have
a Gold Card or Super Gold Card it is a good
idea to use the PROT-DATE 1 setting when
experimenting with this routine to protect the
current setting. Press the reset button when
you have finished to leave the clock unaltered
on these systems.

Those without the Turbo Toolkit but using
SuperToolkit lt should replace the CURSOR-ON
command with the appropriate line as follows'

30800 OURSEN#0

lf you are using Turbo to compile a program

with this routine in then the variables Tk-Count
and Tk-Choice can be defined as integers
using the compiler directive:

IMPLICIT% TLCount, Tk-Cho ice
...somewhere near the start of the program

and with a suitable line number while the
equivalent for Q-Liberator users is:

DEF*INTEGER Tk-Count, Tk-Choice
Q-Liberator users should examine chapter 14

of the manual for advice on the use of
DEF*INTIGER and the $$i directive in Q-Libera-
ted programs. Turbo users wishing for more
detail on the use of IMPLICIT% and integer con-
stants should look at chapters 3 {section
3.3.2.10) and 4 (sections 4.1Io 4.1.2.4).

SeI-CLOCK is notable in the Snippet's Corner
collection as it is the first interactive routine. lt
will respond to the F4 key which is the standard
QL redraw key for non-pointer programs, and if
you insert a suitable call into the listing after the
REMark it works very smoothly. Set up a rou-
tine called something like Redraw*SCREEN and
call it instead o{ CLS. Notice that the main loop
is kept very small to keep it responsive and is
only exit when the user presses a valid key.
There is proper use of SELect and the REPeat
structure to keep the listing compact and func-
tional.

Notice that I have avoided KEYROW and used
only INKEY$ for compatability reasons, Some
CST Thor models have no KEYROW command
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or a buggy version of it and also on sorne QL
systems KTYROW is buggy or variable in

speed. QL prograrns using KEYROW also
respond at differing speeds depending upon
the speed of the processor they are running on.

This means programs which are fine on a

normal QL would be awkward on a Gold Card
because the keyboard response is too fast and
on a Super Gold Card or a QXL they would be
more or less unusable. INKEY$ responds at a
{airly fixed speed on any QL or SMSQ sysiem.

Llstlng 4.

100 REMark prograrruner must check that C0Nsole I;IINDOU attaetred to #1 is large enough"
110 CLS

120 Set-ClOCK 1
r30 :

J0720 DEFine PROCedure SeI-CL0CK(Tt-Cirannel$)
30725 L0Ca1 Tk-Count,TkJbowloop
3O73A L0Ca1 Tk-Clockloop,Tk-Ctroice
3AT, L0Ca1 Tk-PtrVal$,Tk-UpdateSize(7)
30710 L0Ca1 Tk-ClockPointer$(7)
30745 DATA 1, Lg, 6Q, 1.6, 3600, t3, 8640A

30750 DATA 10, 86/+000, 9, 2.4t9286' 6

30715 DATA 3.t53687, 3, 3"t53688, 2
30760 Tk-ClockPointer$-nn
30765 RESToRE 30745
3077A FOR Tk-Count=l T0 7
30775 READ Tk-UpdateSize(Tk-Count),Tk-PtrValf
30?80 Tk*ClockPointer$=tg-glockPointer$&CHR$(Tk-Ptrval%)
30785 EIID FOR Tk-Count
30790 Tk-PtrVal%=1
30795 CLS#Tk-ChannelS
30800 cuRsoR_oN#0

30805 Clear-SUFFER 0
30810 REPeat fk-Cloekl.oop
3081, REPeat Tk-Showloop
30820 A.T#Tk-ChanneI%;0,0
3A825 PRINT#Tk-CbannelS;DATE$&u "&DAY$
30S30 AT#Tk-CbannelS; L, C0DE (Tk-ClockPointer$ (Tk-Ptrval$) )
3A8J5 PRINT#Tk-Channel6; "@"
30840 Tk_Ctroice=C0DE(INIGT$(#0))
30845 IF Tk-Ctroiee< > 0 THBN EXIT Tk-Slrowloop
30850 END REPeat Tk-Showloop
30855 AT#Tk-Channel$; 1, CoDE (Tk-Cl-ockPointerg (fUetrval#) )
30860 PRINT#Tk-Channel$;r"t;
3A86, SELect 0N Tk-Ctroice
3087A =10
30875 CI"S#Tk-Channel%
30880 RETurn
30885 =L92
30S90 Tk-PtrVal#=Tk-PtrVal6+(ft-ltrvar$. Z)
3089, =200
30900 Tk-Ptrval6-Tk-PtrVa19-(ff-ptrvat6, r)
3a905 =208
30910 ADATB fk-Updatesize(Tk-PtrValg)
309L5 =2t6
30920 ADATE *?k*updateSize(Tk*Jtrvalg)
30925 =241
30%A CIS#Tk-Channel$:REMark reset the screen here if writing serious software.
30935 END SELect
3A91A END REPeat Tk-Clockloop
309/'5 fND DEFine SeI-CLOCK
30950 :

31630 DEf ine PR0Cedure Clear-SUFFER { Tk-Charurelg)
3L635 L0CaI Tk-Keyloop
3t64A REPeatTk-Keyloop
31645 If INKEI${#Tk*Cbannel$)=t'n tOt RETurn
3!650 END REPeat Tk-Keyloop
J1655 SND DEFine Clear--BUFFtR
3L660 :

E
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Non-Repeating Random
Nurnbers
Dilwyn Jones

A while back I needed a routine which would
generate randorn nurnbers in such a way that
the numbers would never repeat themselves
during one run. fxamples of where such a rou-

tine might be needed are card games (where
you draw a card from the pack and can't draw
that one again), choose random numbers for a
national lottery draw or simply for generaluse in

games where you need to perform an action
once at random, but you are only allowed that
action once,

100 REMark non*repeating randon nunbers
110 CtS : INPUT'How manJr numbers (L-255) r r;num

12O NANDOMISE

130 random$ = rr i REMark holds ttle random nunbers
1/+0 REMark create rrnunil random nunbers fron 1 to nun
150 FOR a = 1 T0 num : random$ = randon$ & Cnn$(a)
160FORa=1T0nun
170 REMark choose an element fron the list at randon
180 element = RND(1 T0 LEN(randon$))
L90 REMark wbat is the number at that elenent
200 rand--no = C0DE(randon$(elenent))
210 PRINT I rancl--no ; : REI'lark show tbe nunber chosen
22A REMark renove tbis number frcm the list, so canrt happen again
230 lr = l,EN(random$) : REMark lengtb of lj.st
2/+0 IF 1r = l- THEN

250 random$ = rr r REMark re$ove last elenent fron List
260 ELSE
270 IF eLenent = 1 TIIEN

280 randon$ = random$(2 T0 b) : REMark st start of list
29A ELSE

300 IF elenent = 1r THEN

3!0 random$ = random$(l T0 1r - l-)
320 Er"sE

fiA random$ = randon$(l T0 elenent-l) & randorn$(element+1 T0 1r)
31A END IF
350 END IF
360 END IF
370 END FOR a

380 PRINT : PRINT #0,'Progran finished.'

I

I have used a string to store a list of byte
values in a given range {here, 1 to 255 or what-
ever other limit value you enter). Each succes-
sive character in the string stores a different
number One of these is pulled out at random,
then removed from the string. So by succes-
sively choosing a number from the string, then
removing it, and continurng the process Lrntil the
strrng is empty, we achieve our aim.

This program can only handle numbers up to
255, since that is the limit of the character
codes which can be held in a string. Advanced
users could store a list of two byte (word

integer) or 4 byte (long integer) values and use
commands such as MOVE-MEMORY in toolkits
to shuffle the list elements around in a manner
similar to the string slicing techniques I used.

This package comes originally from GST
Computer Systems in Cambridge, but is now
only available from Quanta {or about t15.00
including postage The package is being upda-
ted by PhilBorman, so it is being maintained and
developed, even as we speak.

Recent enhancements are a standard Config
block so that you can conligure all your
favourite options to save you having to type
them in each time you want to assemble
something; the ability to read from the DATA

and/or PROG default devices: a new INCBIN

QMAC Rev ew
Norman Dunbar

When Dilwyn asked me to review this assem-
bler development kit I readily agreed as I have
used the package for a number of years. How'
eve[ one thing I did not take into consideration
at the time was the fact that it is incredibly
difficult to say anyihing interesting about an

assembler - we are into 'anorak country' here !
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directive ihat allows you to include binary files in
the final output file {useful for including screen
dumps, data files eic) and conditional assembly

The version reviewed is 1.13 and includes
QMAC the assernbler QLINK the linker: a macro
library, QtD an editor and QtD-tXE a slightly
different version of the QtD editor and a few
example programs and lcts of inelude files"

Bafora you start
lf you dcn't have a clue about what an assem-

Ll^. .J^^^ l-^-^ ;^ ^ ^L^-+ :^r-^1..-.r:^-utst uuu), ilurs t5 d >ilutt [il.tuuuuUUn.
Rernember back in the old days when QL

World was still around and DIY Toolkit articles
were featured every month? Well DIY Toolkit
utilities were written in machine code * the
language that the 68000 series of processors
understand. lf you wanted to use a particular
utility then you had a few choices. The first was
to wait for the disc to come out and buy it, the
second was to type in the SuperBasic listing
and run it to produce a code file that could be
RESPR'd and CALL'd and the third was to type
in the source code and assemble it into a code
tile on disc. This was then ready to RESPR &
CALL as with option two.

The dilference is that you have to type in a
whole load of hex numbers or a whole load of
'words', I prefer to enter the words rather than
the numbers - it nrakes li{e easier when your
code fails to work properly and you have to
debug it. I find it easier to debug words rather
than numbers.

Sc you start with the editor and create a
source file, usually this will be saved to disc with
an exiension of '_ASM'. The assembler is then
run and this reads in the source file and con-
verts it to a relocatable file having an extension
of '-REL' or '_OBJ' or whatever: At this stage
most of what you typed has been converted
into numbers, nothing more, The file is not quite
ready to run yet as it may need to be linked so
the linker is invoked to do this.

The linker simply reads the relocatable file and
'fixes up' any links into library files etc, the flnal
output is your job or utility, ready to run.

So enough ol the background, on with the
boring stuff I

QMAC - the Assembler
The assembler is a 2 pass one * this means

that it scans through the source code twice.
The first time builds up a symbol table and the
second generates the output file. This file is in
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SROFF format {Sinclair Relocatable Obiect File
Format) unless you have specified otherwise
using the NOLINK command line option. This
forces the assembler to produce a file that can
be run (EXEC'd or CALLed) directly * however
this option reduces the opiions that you can
use in your code. Personally, I have never used
this option.

trhe SROFF file needs to be passed through
ihe linker program, QLINK, before you have a file
that can be used. QLINK will be discussed later

Th^ ^^^^*[^l^" t.^^ ^ l^-^^ -..-L^- ^t ^.^Lt^.-^I ils clJ)cr ltutut ildS d tdtBu ltuiltuut ul upuuilS
and I am not going to bore you any more by
listing them, take rny word for it that there are
loads ol different combinations of settings that
you can use to get listings, symbol tables, errors
only or rename the output file, or to prevent the
generation of an output lile and s0 on.

There are a number of ways that you ean
activate the assembler ,

lnteractive mode * this is when you IXEC
QMAC and when it starts up, you are presented
with a prompt, You can type in the first file name
and options and when done, you will get the
prompt again so you can assemble another
source file. This continues until you press
TNTER on its own as the cornmand linE to exit
the assembler:

Non-lnteractive mode - this is where you
EXIC QMAC and give it a command line in
quotes to work on. The assembler will load and
carry out the processing you have requested
and when done, will exit,

Hidden mode * this is where you pass an
option of '-NOWINDS'and the assembler simply
does its work hidden away from the world. you

never see it on the screen and all normal on
screen messages are kept hidden from sight.
This mode is useful when running the assern-
bler under the control of a front end program
like MAKE or sirnilar {MAK[ is on the CGB drscs
and Jochen sells QMAKE which is a specially
written version of the program")

As a small diversion. lt you have ever worked
with 'real' programming proiects where the
source code is in a number of files, then MAKI
is a useful front end program to master lt works
out which of the source files have been
changed and only assembles {or compiles * it
depends on the language being usedi those. lt
will optionally run the linker to link the SROFF
files into the finished code file ready to test. ln
addition you can make MAKF do almost
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anything else as well.

Back to the QMAC review. QMAC does what
it clairns to do, it assembles source code and
does it very quickly indeed. DJToolkit (remem

ber that ?) is around 100K of source code and it
assembles in aboui B or 9 seconds on a QL
titted with a Gold Card On a QXL rt is even
faster I don't have a Super Gold Card to test ii
on, but I am sure it will be quicker still.

One important feature of QMAC is the ability
to let you split your source code over a number
of smaller and, in theory, easily rnaintainable
source files. Relerences can be made frorn one
source file to another using the XDEF and XREF

directives although it can get a bit tedious when
you assemble and get an error as you have
forgotten to XDIF and XRIF all the references
that you have used but you get used to it

One thing that QMAC requires that the pre-

vious assembler I used did not, is a SFCTION
for all code Sections just group together lumps
of code and data and I suspect that I don't really
use them to their best as I usually have 3
sections, CCDE for all the code, DATA for all the
data and, if required, a CONFIG section if I am
setting up a standard config block in a job.

COMMON sections are also catered for by
QMAC although, as I mentioned above, I don't
use them. This is not through choice. I have read
the manual and it is not very clear on the needs
for sections or common areas - I am sure that
Jochen or Phil Borman have a much better idea
than I have and might be persuaded to do 'an

idiot's guide'to sections & commons.

QMAC can also be used to assemble position

dependent - ie fixed * code. On the QL ihis is

not really accepiable these days as almost all

QL code is relocatable. This is a different 'relo-

catable'from the one in SROFFIt means that the
code must always be run from a specific start
address and not just EXEC'd or CALLed from
wherever it happens to be loaded. ROM code
lor example. Having said that, I suspect that
even ROM code these days will be position
independent just in case it is loaded into a QXL
or similar emulator using the ROM-LOAD
command.

QLINK the l-inker
The linker part ol this development kit is

called QLINK. lt simply takes the SROFF forrnat
file produced by QMnC and 'resolves any unsa-
tisfied fixups' to create a finished code file. All
that this means is that any calls to a library
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routine, or XREF & XDEF etc, references are
correctly coded so that when the finished pro-
gram makes a call to the library or to a routine
in another source file, the code gets to the cor-
rect place.

QLINK, as wiih QMAC can be invoked in a
number of ways and with a number of command
line options. Some of these can be set up as
defaults using CONFIG and this saves typing on
the command line. The options for executing
the linker are the same as described above for
QMAC and will not require repeating here.

The command line is limited on both of these
programs. I have noi worked out how many
characters can be typed, but for the linker this
is a much more serious problen'r. To carry out a
sucessful link, you need to tell it all the SROFF
files, library files and listing options and files that
are required. You cannot do a partial link fol-
lowed by another as the {irst one will throw out
a lew'unresolved relerence' errors.

QLINK allows you to use a control file to
specify a list of all the options that you need to
carry out the link. This tile is a simple text file
and contains only 3 commands - INPUT
EXTRACT and LIBRARY

The INPUT command simply tells the linker to
include the whole file in the tinal output. lf the
filename is that of a library, then every routine in
the library will be included in the final output file.

This may not be suitable so the EXTRACT com-
mand is used.

The EXTRACT command tells the linker to
look in the given file for a module name. lf it
finds it, extract it {rom the library and include it in
the output file

Of course you might have built up a large
library of modules and may not remember all the
names. The LIBRARY command lets the library
be scanned {once} for any outstanding unresol-
ved references. This could be a problem as the
linker will only look once in the library lf it finds a

module that itself calls another module that the
linker has already passed by in the library then
that reference will be unresolved at the end of
the link.

To try to avoid this you can specify another
LIBRARY command which has the same library
name as the first. AT the end of the link, you will
have a code file and if requested a load map file
and a debug file for use with a symbolic
debugger AT least that's what the manual says.
I don't yet know of any symbolic debuggers for
the QL.



Libraries
I mentioned that the linker can extr

modules from a library or can scan a library

any unresolved references. What exactly ir
library?

A library, according to the manual, is an SRC

file which contains one or more modules.

module is simply a sell contained piece of cc

- a subroutine for example, although a mod
may make calls to other modules.

When a small source file containing a sin

subroutine is assembled by QMAC, you ge
file holding a single module in SROFF format
library is simply a lot of these module fi

appended to one another There may be so
library manager programs available that will

this tor you.l I seem to remember one in

Quanta library many years ago I suspect it
be on the LA01 disc, but check with the lat

libguide.
There is a library manager called SLB on

C68 discs.

The AAacro {-ibrany
The macro library supplied with QMAC is qr

a good one. There are all sorts of gooo
hidden away in here. I won't mention them all

by adding the line

INCLUDE macro-lib
to your source file, a whole new world

assembler coding opens up for you.

The most useful of all the macros is

STRING$ macro. lt is used as follows ,

filenane STRING$ rWinl-uraero-lib I

and when assembled, produces the follow
code 

'
filename DC"W 14

DC.B'tJinl-lacro-lib t

so you never ever have to count up

length of QDOS format strings again. And dc

lorget what a pain debugging can be when 1

continually get a 'Not found' error when try
to open a file even though you know the fil(
there and that you have spelt the na

correctly in your source code - but did 1

count up the number of characters correctly
have you maybe changed the name since 5

first wrote it an forgot to recount ?

You can also use the STRING$ macro to
up any QDOS format string, for example, for
names in an EXECable file, filenames, strings
be printed on the screen etc etc. This has to
the most use{ul macro in the whole library, :
yet, when you look at the source for it - .".

I|t$.tusr ulfsBDq
$sftware for Writers and Word E-ovens

In a plain
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lf we are honest, most of us like the
occasional little peek, but perhaps not
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dictionary orfile size.
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ternptatian fo posses the real thing will
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The coneplete program ranffe:
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solvers of word puzzles)
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SMALL PRINT: Payment by sterilng cheque drawn on
UK bank, Eurccheque ln gullders {fl = NLG 3-00),
lntemational Postal QNer, or direct crcdit transfer to
Netherlands Postbank number 41 11942.

Geoff Wicks, Bertrand Russellstraat P,
1007 HL Amsterdam, Netherlands.
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MACRO-LIB - it is only 6 lines long, 4 if you
don't include the macro name and the end
macro directive. The only problem with it is the
fact that il your string has any spaces or
commas etc in it, the whole thisng must be
surrounded with curly brackets, as per the
following example,
a-string STRINC$ {'tfris has spaces il it'}

Other macros allow you to code assembler
source in a sort of high level manner There are
all sorts of structured programming techniques
available within macro-lib. For example there is :

lF - INDIF with THIN ELSE and ELStItFOR -
ENDFOR with TO and DOWNTO to control the
direction and STIP to control the step size,
WHILE - ENDWHILE, REPEAT - UNTIL or
REPEAT _ FORTVER. SWITCH _ ENDSWITCH
with CASE and ENDC & DEFAULT to control
multiple choice jumps etc,

This is very useful, if not a little strange at first.

Once you have used these constructs for a

while, you might begin to wonder what the fuss
about assembier programming is all about !

The manuals
The manuals are a very important part of any

software these days. The manual for QMAC
covers the assembler the linker the macros and
the QtD editor that is supplied. lt does not
attempt to teach you how to program in assem-
bler but there are a number of good books on
the subject available and there are tutorials in

the Quanta library.

The manuals are quite terse in places and at
least 2 readings are required when lirst getting
to grips with the package. Some of the infor-

Cleanup Frogram
Ian Pizer

When I obtain text via a bulletin board, World
Wide Web with LYNX, or by other computer
method there are olten (usually) many unwanted

100 REMark file to cleanup a text file
110 CLS:INPUT Inane of file to treat , ';f$
120 0PEN#3, f$: OPEN-J'IEW#4,tam2 x
130 REPeat loopA
140 x$=INI(EY$(#3) : iF EOr(#3):EXIT loopA
L42 IF CODE(x$)=13:FRINT#I|:NEXT :REMark CR eode becones real CR

t43 ff CODI(rE)=J2:PRINT#/+r' '; :NEXT :REMark space code becomes real space
t/r5 IF CODE{x$).32 0R CODE(x$),t9t:lrgXT:REMark diteh these eodes

3E Q,L Fodcry *ar@K

mation is quite useful - the full list of assembler
instructions and the brief explanations of the
various addressing modes do help.

The layout of an SROFF file is detailed as is
the lormat of the QMAC and QLINK listing files,
symbol tables and map lile,

There are a few example source files on the
disc and the use of the structured macro
facilities is well documented, both in the source
code and in the manual although it takes a bit of
getting used to, the fact that you can look at an
example of how it should be done in conjuncticn
with the manual telling you all about ii is very
useful.

Summary
Well worth the money if you are going to

make any use of assembler on the QL and its
derivatives. lt is quick in operation and so lar
has never given me any problems. See the
latest Quanta manual for details of who to get it
from and how much to pay for it. You won't
regret it. When I started to use it, I actually gave
away my old assemblers. One was the QMAC
predecessor from GST (the non macro version
which came on microdrives) and the Meta-
comco assembler development kit which I paid

a much more that t15.00 for back in the old
days.

On the disc there are example source files,
linker control files, a window manager to set the
size of the windows the two programs use -
these can be CONFIG'd as well. There is a

copy of the CONFIG program and a pair of
include files containing the entire set of QDOS
traps, vectors, system & SuperBasic variables,
channel & window definitions and so on.
n

code sequences like [*U, l*m {where *
represents a string of any length), control codes,
etc., which makes reading difficult or impossible.
To clean up the text pass the text through the
following program and find the cleaned text in

RAM2-X'
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fiA IF x$='[t :RnMark some junk begins here
150 REPeat loopB
L70 x$=INKEY$(#3)
180 IF x$=rH':PRINT#/+:NEXT: REMark t....H beeomes CR

78, IF x$=rmr or x$'tKr or x$=r0t:NEXT:REMark [..m or C or K is eliminated
190 END RXPeat loopB
200 ELSE PRINI#4,x$; : REMark this is
)nq FNt TFpvt

21-0 END REPeat loopA
220 CLOSE#3,#t+

230 BEEP 10000,10

The result will not be perfect but it makes o

messy text quite readable. This program only

deals with l*H or [*m or [*K or [xC but you

could easily modify the program so it will

remove other nuisance sequence 0f characters.

It is worth looking carefully that this program, as

is, or modified, does not throw out lumps of use-

ful text, hence the use of Master Spy (see

below). Simple repeated annoyances like =20

can be eliminated with most text editors but

cannot easily be replaced by a control character:
(LYNX is a program which gets you onto the

Web but without images, you only get text).

Maybe soon available for QL.

a good text character

Master SFY
To eompare the'dirty'text file with the'clean"

result I used Master SPY {MS) which gives the
possibility of having simultaneously two adia-
cent windows which can be manipulated
independently I learnt how to do this from
Norman Dunbar {see QL Today Septloct 1996
p48). So one reads one file into Master Spyr

then using F4 you can shrink the window width
to half the screen with 'Size' and arrows. You

can now read in a second file {F3 Read), and
shrink it with F4 and "Size" and shift it with
'Position' so you can see both files. Now you
can operate 0n either windows using
"CTRL/down- or up-arrow' to swap the cursor
The shifting and sizing is a little fiddlybut you
can quickly learn how to do it.
x

for SMSQ sorts 32766 items in 10 seconds, and
Turbo runs it even faster: The variable 'pr' can
be set from 0 to 1 to print out the results, but
this slows the whole process down. I hope you
are satisfied with the result.

I have also written an arborescent fmeans
'related to trees'! - Editori sort for floats or
strings, which is alrnost as fast as the pigeon-
sort.

n maximnn is 32766

More Scrting
Stephen Foole

Thank you {or the article in QL Today on
sorting. Please find enclosed a listing in Super-
basic which is much faster than the Pigeon Sort.
It must be said that it only sorts integers, the
highest of which is represented by 'n' A version

100 REMark TALLY-sort by S. Poole v25 l6ar 97
110 CLS : ct = 0 : n = l-000 ! pr ; 1 : REMark
1"20 DIM x{n},y(n) : d1 = DATE

130FORf=1T0n
I40 i = RND(n) : IF pr : PRINT jl!
750 x(i) = x(i) + l"
160 END FOR f
170 IF pr ; PRINT \\
180FORf=0TOn
190 i = x(f)
200 rF j rHEN
zLA FORk=1T0j
220 et=ct+1:y(ct)=f
230 IF pr : PRINT f! !

2/+0 END FOR k
2'A END IF
250 END FOR f
270 PRINT\\DATE*d1
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your Aurora or
QL into PC Mini
Tower/ Desldop
Case" 2 Power
connectors that
many up with
special PG style
conneotors"

€25.00p

. Replacement for 13 year old
QL Motherboard

. Connect QWGA/SVGA or
Multisynch Monitors

n I Resolutions from 512x256
upto 1024x768

o Super Gold Card and Gold
Card (Red) cornpatible

Aq.!r@s'a
The QL's Graphics Card

. Future 16 and 256 colour
modes

" Uses gMSQiE $upported
Operating Systen'l

" Extended RCM socket (upto
512Kb paged ROM)

* superHermes, Di-Ren Kybd
lnterface compatible

€{ 20.s0p
lnc A4 Manuaf and
VGA/$VGAIM$YNd6

Conneetor
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Letter-Box

Al E. Green writes:
Gentlemen and GODS of the QL,
I have had a Sinclair QL for quite a few years

now and it took a long time to change it from
the standard 128K version with the tempera-
mental microdrives But when I did, I went all the
way First was the Miracle Dual port Centronics
printer interface, then I really took the plunge, I

purchased a GOLD CARD and wouldn't you
know it the Super Gold Card was released a
week later: oh wellll

Next came two ED disk drives and a Hewlett
Packard disk case and a 60 watt power supply.

{ihis case was for 2 full height 3.5 inch drives}
This gave me room for 2 hall height drives plus
a place to install a 3 5 inch lDt Hard Drive with
one empty bay. I also replaced the IPC chip with
a HERMES co-processor

I ordered the IDE interface from Frank Davis
and picked up a 130 Meg hard drive here in

Tampa. With all the cables, wires and plugs all

over the desk I realized that I would need to
change the case to something better: The IBM
Mini Tower seem like the best choice.

I did not like the colour of this case so with a
can of semi-flat black paint it now looks more
like the QL. With the addition of this case, I

would need an interface for an IBM keyboard
plus a powered ground plane board just to
install it. What I am getting at is that I have spent
more money on this machine than I have spent
on all the others computers that I own {over 30)
and I am not done yet, The OS will be replaced
with the MINERVA rom

What I have installed in the IBM case is one
130 meg hard drive, two 3.5 inch ED drives and
one 6X IDF CD ROM DRlVt. This is the reason
that I am writing this letter I need software to
access this drive. I would like to start with audio
disks then at a latter time maybe we could get
programs {some graphics} on CD's.

I have had a SVGA monitor for about a year
now. I heard a rumor that one could be used
with the QL, iJ so how much difference would I

see between the Sinclair Vision monitor vs
SVGA?

UnJess you {rse fhe Aurore card, there is only
one irnportanf frequency to check for: lhe QL
needs a monitor whr',ch can handle a horizontal
trequency of 15.625 KHz. Mosl SYGA
nowadays start scanning at araund 3A KHz,
so they are not suitable. If you frnd a NEC
Multisync ll hot IIail ar, better a NFC Multisync
3D hot 3FG elcJ lhen you'll gef a much better

display lhan old QL monifors gave you - fhe
picture lube mask is rnuch better

Last but not least: By any chance do you
know of anyone familiar with the Amstrad line of
computers? The PCW-8256, PCW-9512,
CPC-128, lnfomation needed' How to replace
their 3.0 inch disk drive with 3.5' 720K drives
(26 pin connector to 34 pin connector).
PCC-640 boot disk needed.

Anybody oul there to help AI?

F W. Gregory, Packington, England, writes:
First of all, my sincere congratulations to all

concerned with the publication of 'QL Today'. lt
must mean a lot of hard work for you all but I

assure you that your efforts are greatly
apprecrated. As for the cover disk with the last
issue, I cannot praise it enough. lt is so useful
and easy to use. Please continue to produce
cover disks as often as you are able.

Now allow me to endorse the comments of
Messrs. Chappell and Ree concerning the plight
of beginners.I am one ol them! lt is no doubt fair
to say that we are only a small fraction of those
who use the QL in some form or other and only
a person like yourself can iudge whether they
are or not, and by how much, we of the next
generation of QL r.lsers are worthy of considera-
tion. I use the expression 'next generation' with
iongue-in-cheek because I am now retired. But
a few years ago my wife bought me a basic QL
for Christmas. I was working then, knew nothing
about computers and could devote little time io
it. Gradually, I have upgraded it and now have a

computer keyboard and Gold Card, floppy disk
drive and hard disk drive in a iower thanks to
Qubbesoft, And, of course, I have much more
time.

I have purchased quite a lot of software, some
of it I am sure unwisely because I did not under-
stand exactly what I was buying or really for
what purpose. ln hindsight, I should have
approached someone like yourself and sought
expert advice as to what software might be
regarded as essential and the best value for
m0ney.

Howeve[ I am now the proud owner of a hard
disk because that is what I believed all the
experts have. But being a beginnet I now won-
der what is the best way to use it. lndeed, what
are the dilferent ways ol using it and whai are
the advantages and disadvantages of each of
those different ways. And while I can study
some B0OT programs in QL Today and various
examples in the QPAC2 manual, how do I

choose between them and how do I transfer my
so{tware from floppy to hard disk so that they
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operate without difficulty, e.g. Perfection, Profes-
sional Publisher and so on. I am not into multitas-
king so wouldn't it be nice to have a simple list

come up on the screen telling me that if I press
F1 I will get'Address Book & Lbel Printer', F2 will
give me 'Perfection', F3 - 'Archive', and so on.
Well, that is one idea, anyway.

What I am really saying is that there seerns to
be very little written about the use of hard disks
and I am suggesting that you might consider
publishing a series o{ articles on this subject in

QL Today. What are the different ways of using
hard disks for various levels of user: what are
their advantages and disadvantages, when do
you need to set up WlN2-, Wl\13*, etc in

addition to WlNl-, and how best to do it, how
do you transfer your software onto hard disk?

To my mind one of the big advantages of the
QL is that you have choices about what to do
and how to do it which I do not believe you
have with the PCs bought from the large
retailers. But the effective use ol these choices
requires knowledge which can be acquired
easiest by it being passed in sirnple terms from
those who have it to those ol us who do not
have it to begin with.

I apologise if this letter seems to you to be a

rather rambling affair but I hope it serves to
indicate to you my appreciation of QL Today
and my general thoughts as a QL novice.

Ihere are several ways, fo transfer pro-
grams fo hard drsk, the easiest being to follow
any instructrbns given in the manuaf for the
soflr,vare rn queslion. The second easfes[ and
probably most general, way is to make use fo
the DEV device, docurnented in the Gold Gard
manual. Using lhis, you wrll be able to fransfer
rnost programs which can run from floppy dr'sk
to run from a directory on hard disk by fooling
the pragram into thinkrng if l's running frorn
floppy. Firsl decide on a name for a directory
for a given Wogram, e.g. if using a program
called XYZ, you may decide lo use a directory
called "win7-xyz-". Create lhis with the com-
mand MAKE-D,R "WlNl*xyz-" Now copy lhe
program from floppy to the direclory with the
command WC0PY FLPI- T0 WlNl-xyz*
Before the program can be run, you need to
alter some DFV seftrhgs (and you'll have to
read fhe (Super) Gold Card rnanua{ for an
explanatrbn of DEV). You'll have to do this eacfi
fime before running the program, so it may be
worth saving it a s a little basic program rn the
director5l: or adding it to the prograrn's BOOT
file, olherwr'se it becomes frard to remember
and a bit of a chore as welL DEI/-USE
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l,WlNl-xyz- DEY-{,SE 2lVlNl-xyz-
(These two don't have to be the same}
DEY-USF FLP FLP-USE FDY

fhe fnsl two commands lell lhe syslem
where the disguised floppy drives are to be
referenced, so lhal any references to FLPI-
and FLP2- rn the software actually end up
referring fo the new directory on the hard disk.
tsolh can be different - for instance, if the
program normally runs from FLPI- and stores
its files on FLPZ-,like Quill usually does, you
could creafe a second subdl:rectory called
WlNl-xyz-files- on the hard disk and make
the second definilion DEV-USE
2,win7-xyz-files The ihird comrnand ehanges
lhe name of the DFV device to FlPThis is how
the system gets fooled. But lhis means we
have now losf the real tloppy drives, as any
attempt to DIR FLPI- wrll farl because it now
lies on the hard disk. Bul we can get around
thb by renaming lhe old floppy syslenn to
somelhrng else, lke FDU so D,R FDyt- would
now get a lr.st of frhs on the floppy driye, so
we use fhe FLF-USF F'Ey cornmand. Mosf
prograrns wfll nun from hard disk lrke fhr's, but
you are faced with the problem of remem-
bering to reset fhe system setfings afferwards.
This is done with: DE'V-USE DEy FLP-USE
FLP Using DFI/ in this way as lhe manual
rmplies, can be confusrng and needs fo be well
thoughf ouL Quo Vadis Oesign have a program
called DEV Manager which automafes much of
this after you have inittally defined lhe sef-
tings, and for the low price, rnay be worlh
Iooking af.

The main advantages of hard disks are
speed and the fact fhat everything is instantly
available off the one driye withouf the need to
exchange floppfes all thc lrme. The disadvanta-
ges are that drive problems usually mean you
lose lhe whole lot in one go, so you need to
regularly make backups to cater for this pro-
blem. As Jochen and I know to our cosls, it's
nol lF your hard disk will fail ar become cor-
rupted, il's WHEN, so we make backups, even
thought the ver\/ acl of making backups
usually rneans fhey're never needed, whereas
the person who doesn't make backups gets
the hard disk crashes {somethlng related to
Murphy's law there, I thinH.

Finally, would anyone trike fo write a more
delailed article on lhe subjecf of use of hard
disks, lo cover the areas sef ouf by Mr
Gregory m his letter? Contact me at the
address inside the fronl cover - Dilwyn.lones
x



Get a better view

.!4 
" SVGA Colour Monitors

Adjusted to run with the Aurora

at these resolutions :

51 2 x 256, 640 x 480, 768 x 576

1024x 512 and 1A24x576

Prices from € 65.00 to € 85.00

Carriage not includeel.

t) Braneh
Feetfout oaaftmb 3

Reacboutfor QBraoch
$upplien of Quality QDOSAI{SQ produca

tlard*are and So&rare

Tel :012?3.386030
Eax r 01273-3815?7

Email :
qbrandt@qbranch.demon.eo.uk

FXandwane

QXL II
Super Gold Card
Recycled Gold Cand

Aurora
Qubide
Qplane
Aurora cables
Aurora rorn adaptor
o when available.

g 20s.CI0
€ I5CI.00
fl 60.CICI 

*
a'l { /\n nnL I IU.UU
f, 5s"00
f, 2s.00
f, 3.00
€ 3.00

Fackage deals
QXr. rr + sMsQtE € 260.00

nurora+SMSQ/E t180.00

Aurora + SMSQ/E + Super 6old Card t 330.00

Super Gold Card + Monitor € 380.00

Q Braneh News
Super Gold Cards are back - but for a
liniited time onlv. Bv the time vou read
this wc will hav"e niaOe the ncixt batch
of Super Gold cards and should have
them 

- 
available for satre. One of the

chips is lrow obsolete and it will be
impossible to manufacture anv more of
tlrese popular nrenlory expalrdiorr / disk
drive interfaces. Qubtiesoft and Miracle
do not expect to lave their new cards
available f,or some tirne and we will still
be ofiering generous tracie in prices
should voii I,vish to trade un 'later.

QCount," the pointer driven a'ccoulrts
pbckase is now released. This orosram
i,vill allow vou to keeu track of seiera!
bank / tiuildins s6ciew or share
accounts and view the "contents by
uqilg .DATAdesign. It" cornes complet'e
with the pointel environnrent and tlle
DATAdesien ensine" PROGS have
released [truedesilrt v 2.11 which runs
under the ProWesS systern 4nd
upgrades for . existing 

- 
LlNEdesign

owners are [ree. (vou cio neecl the latest
version of ProWeiS for it to run so send
both disks + return oostase for
uusradirrs). PFdata. the r:'roeraTn that
piiits frdm the DATAdedieri'database
irsing ProWesS is now public domain
and ian be obtained froni us. We have a
limited amount of SVGA monitors all
set up to work with the new Aurora
and vle are offering package deals for
people who wish to btfi a 

-new svstem
together" Don't forget.tha[ you cdn get
oLrr catalosue bv sendtns us a stamoecl
addresscd"A5 envelooc End we harie a
range of demo disks available too.

Demo disks € 1.25 + P&P

Demo collecfions E 2.0A + P&P
PFdata 81"25 + p&p
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O Ehrarcc{rqd
Feelinfout on a lirnb ?- Reach out for Q Branch
Suppliers of Qualiry QDOS/Sh{SQ prodarcts

Ilardware and Sofnryare

P.O. Box 7, Portslade, East Sussex.
BN41 zND

rcl:01273-386030 fax: Al273-381577
Email:

rr4ry$h@-sb:" nch.dernon,co.uk

Q Branch high quality rnouse nnats
t 5.00

Fnogramming
QDv9.04 €53.00

QD + Qliberator €69"00

QD + Qliberator * QBasic € 110"00

Qliberator € 50"00

Master Spy v 3.3 fl 3CI.SS

qPTR € 37.00

Easyptrptl €37.OO

Easyptrptr?&3 f 18.00

QMake f 18.00

QMon lJMon E 2Z,AA

Basic Linker E 22.04

DISA3 E37"OA

QMenu e 16.00

SN4SryE

Gold Card / Atari / QXL versiot.r

E 76.04

Various Atariversions : call for details

FnoWesS Fnograxns

ProWesS t 48"00

DATAdesign € 24.00

Fontutils € 30.00

File Search € 12.00

PFlist € 12.00

Fontpack f 60.00

tr-lNEdesignv 2"11 fl 24.0CI

QPC
SMSQ/E owners g 78"00

non SMSQ/E owners e 100"00

Now Available !n

QCount (account software) e 25.00 Flashback SE g 40.00

Text 87 plus 4 € 79"00 Flashback € 25.00

* many other programts previously sold by Quo Vaclis call for details

.|ust Words from GeofflWicks
thesaurus, Style Check, Solvitplus ? [ 15.00 eactr

fwo programs € 25.00 / three pro € 35.CI0

Utilities
FiFi 2

QSup

QSpread

Cueshel[ 2

Qload / Qref
Disk Mate 5

vrf1L l

QPAC 2

QTYP 2

QLq
Ldurnp

E 22.04

€ 32"00

€ 56.00

837.00

€ 15"00

[ 28"00

L 4iU.tru

€ 20"00

€ 30.00

E32"AA
g 25"00
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QTP!
Graham Buck

The chorce of Comms sofiware for the
Sinclair QL and QDOS/SMSQ computers for
those that wish to make use of newelfaster
rnodems is limited some what to one; and that is
QTPI by Jonathan Hudson.

How does one get it, and what do you do with
it when you have got it are two questions that
corne to mind, especially if yo'"r stop to look at

the copious notes and instruclions that come
with it, Un{ortunately, it may well be impossible
to answer either question briefly without further
adding to any confusion that a new user may
have, but the only real answer is that it is a case
that you need to enlist the help of someone
who already has it, or is prepared to get it for
you and then further you need their help in

getting it working.
The following is a list of the files that make up

QTPI 1.60 as held on the Nene Valley BBS. At
the tirne of writing January 1997 this is the
latest version.

Itttul (nypertert) docunentation
PostScript (tm) documentation
ASCII doeumentation and script examples
Fixed cursor keys, ^F, (sh)Hermes
detection. New Conm Dev options.
XPR ZMODEM v3"52 - send file close
bug fix
XPRs vJ "57 for QTPI * Removes
sereen write tineout - J Hudson

QTPI16OH.ZIP
QTPr160P.ZrP
QTPr160D.ZrP
QTPr150E. ZrP

xPR?,l'tl3rz.ZIP

xpR3rL"zrP

CSI,4722.ZTP

env107"bin

ENV*zip

27/07/96 
'1k 

l00ar7
27/07/96 r3l-t t00031
27/07/96 62k [0006]
27/07/96 61k [0008]

r9/a5/96 22k [0014]

a8/02/96 93k t00311

Additionally, to make use 0f the Scripting language the following files are also required.
27/a9/96 6Bk [0003] New integer funetions (i.e REQUEST%) and

other minor improvements to BASIC
interface.
EI.IV support v1.07 needed for use
with SMSQ v2.17
Environmental variable support v1.07.
SMS conpatible (Dave l{alker - QL version)

06/aI/95

23/Ar/95

]-k [0001]

l1k t00021

QTPI also requires the Pointer Environment in
order to work, this is the 3 programmes

Ptr*gen, Wman and Hot-rext and optionally
Menu-rext. lf you have SMSQ/I then this
includes the Pointer Environment. The QJump
Config program or Menuconfig is also required
in order to change the default directory in QTPI

should you wish to run it from other than Flpl-.
TK2 is also required. As all of the above files
are in Zip form, you obviously require a copy of
UNZip in order to decompress them.

It should be noted that you do not actually
need all the files listed above as 3 of them are
just the instruction manuals but in dilferent
formats to suit the type of printer or software
thai you have to reproduce them. The working
parts of QTPI are on QTP|160E.ZIP and
XPR351.ZlP with XPRZM352.Z|P being an

update to XPR3511ZlPbut you need both.
Before starting wiih the software, it may be

worth considering the hardware, ideally you
require as much expansion as possible Gold
CardlSuper Gold Card together with Disk
Drives or even a Hard Disk. As QTPI is a Pointer

fnvironment program then a lMouse is very
handy, but unfortunately il like me you only have
a SerMouse, then that won't do, a QlMl or ICE

mouse is the preferred rodent. The next pro-

blem is the QL serial port which is not all that it
should be as it is only reliable up to 9600 baud
and all new Modems work much faster than
that. There are several solutions or options to
this problem, I have opted for a Hermes replace-
ment chip but you could choose either the
Super Hermes (with the extra serial and mouse
ports etc) or the Terry Harman fast serial board
which is the lastest option ll you pick either of
the latter options, then the modem connections
are solved for you, but for anyone taking the
first option, you then need to make up a suitable
adaptor {or lind someone to make it for you)
from the QL serial socket to the usual 9 pin

connector found on the modem lead. lt is

generally accepted that the description in the

QL User Guide for the serial port is incorrect
and using the instructions from the QTPI manual
I was able to make a lead that worked first time:
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Ser2 MODE/VI

QL Ser- P-ra. *.QL--0ebLe-."-Cq].p,ur DB25 pin - DBQ nin
l- CND Black 7 GND , CND

2 TXD White 2 T)(D 3 flO
3 RXD Green 3 RXD 2 RXD
lr DTR BIUC 4 RTS 7 RTS

5 CTS Red 5 CTS I CTS

6 to 20 6 to 4 (eonneet DSR - DTR)
NOTE, QL serial pin 6 is NOT connected to ANYTHII\IG, this is + IzV and could kill your modem. lf

you are using a 25 pin socket then pins 6 and 20 need to be linked and similarly with a 9 pin socket
pins 6 and 4 need to be linked,

Unzipping the 3 indicated zip files will reveal the following files of which the minimum requirement for
a working copy of QTPI is indicated by the asterisks '*' not forgetting of course wman, ptr-gen and
hot-rext

QTPIl6OE " 
ZIP xPR351. ZIP xPRZ,l4352.ZIP

contains: contains: contains:
exe/qtpi * aprascii-library o xprzmoderulibrary *
exe,/QTPl-dist x lprkermit-library )t

exelQBook-dist * xprsealink-library x

xPrxnodeuulibrarY t(

exe,/qtpi*keys-di-st xpr;rmoden-library *
ereIQTPIMenu-dist

xprzmodenLlibrary
exelQTPl160--nran XPR35]-txt
exeIREADME

XPRZ352-txt

For my own purposes I made copies of the -dist files and renamed them as -dat and then
configured QTPI io look for these -dat files, The main file that then holds all of this information and can
be configured with a text editor is QTPI-dat although all of the options can be configured from within

QTPI by using all of the various menu options
Below are copies of the Qtpi*dist file that comes with QTPI and Qtpi*dat as I have configured it to

work with a Zoom 14,400 fax modem Where there is a difference I have shown it with an'x'.

Otni-dist 0tni dat
Emulation-VT100
Port=Ser2
ParitY=|,i6ns
FIow=Handshake
Translate-Raw Data
Baud=19200
RX EOL'<CR/LF)
TX EOL=< CRILF,
Del Char=DEL (U7)
VT l,lrap=Off
XPR Protocol'ZMODEM
Beep=691'
CSI=Interpret
Arrow Keys=As Keys
Tbit keys=No
VT KeyPad=Yes
Modem=Hayes

Q0orunect=Not used
Job Swap=$hift ^C

Xon/Xoff=No

Emulation=ANSl/* *
Port=serZ
Parity=lf6ns
Flow=Handshake
Translate=Raw Data
Baud=19200
RX E0L=< CRr/LF,
TX EOL=<ORr
Del Char=DEL (127)
VT Wrap=On

XPB Protocol.
Beep=ggg
CSl=fnterpret
Amow Keys=As Keys
Tbit keys=No
VT KeyPad=Yes

Job Swap=$hift ^C *
XonlXoff=Yes tr
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Controls=Interpret
Exit Baud=None
Access=On Line
Scroll-=5
Dial Try={
Dial Hait=60
Cmd Delay=O
Ser Buffey-7638&
Start XPR=Info Icon
0n trIake=Redraw

Comrn Dev=

Qe Eits=B bits
QC ParitY=None
QC StoP=1 StoP bit
QC Tr Baud=75

QC Rx Baud=1200
QC F1ow'RTS/CTS

QC Line=QMOD TxlRx
Modem Init=ATZ\r
Pre Dial=ATD
Post Dial=\r
Aprs Dial=
D isconnect=*\ | \ -amo\r
Conneet'.A,TH1\r
Answer=ATA\r
AutoAnswer=ATS0=2\r
Reset=++r1 | 1 -AtZlr
Vers ion=ATI0I11213\r
Get carrier=CONNECT
Drop carrier=No CARRIER

Phone Book=f1p2-QBook-lat
Send From=ram2
Receive To=ram2
Upload Dir=rantlUpload*
Download D ir=ram2-lownload-
Libr Dir=flp2-
Hot Keys=ffp2-QTPI-Keys_dat
Default Log-y*1QTPI_1og
Start with=Log closed

Controls=fnterpret
Exit Baud=9600 *
Access=On Line
Seroll=O x
Dial Try=Q x
Dial Wait=60
Cnd Delay=l )r

Ser Buffer=L6384
Start XPR=Fu11 Screen *
0n Wake=Redraw
CR in log=Y"ss
Comn Dev=

Modem Init=ATZ\r
Pre Dial=ATDT131, 1111111111 x
Post Dial=\r
Aprs Dial=
Disconnect=#+\ | \ -ntgO\r
Conneet=ATHI\r
Answer=ATA\r
AutoAnswer=ATSO=2\r
Reset=+++\ | \ -erz\r
Vers ion=ATI0I1I213\r
Get sarrier=CONNECT
Drop carrier=NO CARRIER
Phone Book=f1pl-QBook-)at
Send Fron;rorr2-
Reeeive To=ram2-
Upload Dir=ram2- t(

Download Dir=ran2- *
Libr Dir=flpl_ t+

Hot Keys=flp1*QTPl*Keys_dat
Default Log=3snP- *
Start with=Log closed
Script Log=3sm2 Script-log
Start Script=
Stop Script=
User Uenu=

Rather than deal with the differences in the order they appsar; because some 0f them are just
personal choices, I will start with some of the ones that actually make a difference to the worktng of
QTPI. The first time that I tried to get QTPI working with a Zoom modem I lound that while everything
appeared to work OK when issuing AT commands from the keyboard, the same commands would not
work from the Menus'or from the Telephone Directory and if the modem did not lock up, then only half
of the number or command would appear on screen. I did manage to lind a solution to ihis problem by
changing the AT commands, but this was not the correct solution which I found after about my sixth
read of the QTPI manual.
Cmd Delay=[ Cmd Delay=f

It states in the manual that if your modem has failed on dial with older versions, then you should start
with'Cmd Delay=25' and work down to a minimum safe value. lf you do this dialing your own numbe[
it costs you nothing.
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I worked down to Cmd Delay=7 which seems to work OK for me although I make use of Mercury
and so part of this delay is taken up with handling the extra 13 numbers of my PIN code. lt may work
with a shorter delay, try it and see.
TX EOL=< CRILF,
Job Swap=Shift ^C

TX EOL=<CRr
Job Srrap=Shift ^C

XPR Protoeol=

The first time I tried to log on to a PC based BBS I ran into two separate problems which resulted in

being locked up and unable to drop the line Whilst trying to use a message editor I found that the
BBS would not respond to the QL key presses, and the exit keys from the editor where ^C which of
course is the usual Job Swap keys. The only way out was to turn the modem off and pull out the
phone plug for good measure. This is not a popular solution with some BBS's and may get you some
adverse comments.

The sclution is that i{ you sr.rspect the BBS rnay be PC based then set TX=,CR, without the Lt it is
possible just to do this in the individual entries in the Phone Book which may be a better solution as I

have just discovered that if you replay log files in local mode then in order to get this to scroll down
the page it needs to be set to TX=,CR/LFGeI Job Swap=Shifi ^C 

, this means hold down Shift, Control
and the letter C at the same time.

Pre Dial=ATD Pre Dial=ATDT131, l-11111-1111
According to the instructions, it should be possible to put a Mercury or other service providers

access code { PIN number ) in Aprs Dial= , but I could not get this to work and so my solution is to
add it on to Pre Dial.

XPR Protocol=ZMODEM
lf you only use one protocol then set it here, else leave it blank and set the protocols in the individual

Phone Book entrres.
IIpLoad Dir=ram2-Upload- Upload Dir=ram2-

I change this because the 'Upload-' part was appended to the files that I sent and caused problems
at the receiving end, now they jusi get the file name.
Emulation=VTl-00 Emulation=ANSI4

ANSI4 is the latest/newest terminal ernr.rlation that QTPI can handle and so I start with that and if that
fails, work backwards.

With the flies renamed and edited as necessary and saved to a disk together with the Pointer
fnvironment and a suitable boot to LRESPR it, it should be possible to fxec / Ex or Fxec*W / Ew

Flpl-Qlpi and it will load up and work. Previous versions some times used to fall over if some of the
files were missing or wrongly named.

tobecontinued.....
I

No Files on QPAC2
Stephen A. t'lall

QPAC2 has been with us quite a while now
and those who have negotiated the learning
curve of how to implement the facilities it con-
tains would not be without it. The presentation

of the on-screen buttons produced from
QPAC2's code is largely under the controlof the
user and consequently a range of customised
button frames can be produced. One group of
buttons, however cannot be easily modified.
These are of course the buttons for QPAC2's
internal programs i.e. Files, [xec, Sysdef etc. I

lound that a string of buttons to call the files
program, configured for a range of devices, was
very wasteful o{ screen space and made the

button frame unnecessarily verbose. I was able
to rationalise these buttons and a few people
asked me to reveal how this was done, so here
goes.

For example
Files Winl- Files Win2- Files Flpl- Files

Flpz- Files Raml- Files Ram2- would be
better proportioned if displayed as: F Winl- F

Win2- FFlpl* FFlpz- FRaml- FRam2-
Bui'F'doesnt look to HOT does it ?

I looked at the code 0f QPAC2 and decided
that a mere margin fiddler like myself could
convince QPAC2 to display a shorter name for
'Files'

By the way il you do not know how to set up
a Files device button, I do it like this

1070 B?-SLEEP rFilesr ;'\dWINL-r
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What I needed was a single character that
would represent 'Files' which I could somehow
get QPAC2 to use instead of the word'Files'. I

worked out how to replace 'Files' with a single
disk icon.

This is what I did
First, I modified a single character in a copy of

the standard QL character font {available from
several sources, I can supply this if you don't
have it) to look a bit like a disk (see below). I

chose character 193, since I have no programs
that display thls one. The character was origi-
nally an arrow pointing up and right, this is easlly
modified in any of the font edrtors provided with
most design programs i.e. PD3, Qdesign and are
available in PD libraries.

Then I rnodified QPAC2 to use the character
193 instead of 'Files' This should be done on an

uncommitted copy ol QPAC2 and requires a

good text editor program, I used Master Spy
The value of the characters in line I of QPACZ

are as follows, from left to right 0,0,0,0,0,0,

74,251,4,5 then the word 'Files' 
{70,105,108,101,

1i5), then 2 spaces (32,32) then 'V1.23' (86,49,

46,50,51). So the whole line reads, 0,0,0,0,0,0,74,

251,0,5,70,105,108,101,115,32,32,86,49,46,50,51.

Only the brave need read on: I know from past

experience that changing the length of execu-
table files can be disastrous, so decided to
overwrite only while modifying fthinks! put editor
in overwrite model. Changing the above line to
0,0,0,0,0,0,74,251,0,1, 193,

0,0,0,0,32,32,86,49,50,51

changes the tenth number trom 5 to 1; this is the
number of characters rn the following nanre, i.e. 5

for 'Files' to 1 for character 193. 70 to 115 is
replaced with 193 and four Z€ros; replacing Files
with our new name (Chr 193) and four zeros to
pack out the space.

irdxjdFhd ? u1 .3d
l$tr !,:r,[tr *$6Th,nss Ut .61
t!,x,l !trx,.b! 68qttDn ul .6?
illssls,rellExec ul.€2
i!.r-11!plS*uok" u1,62
iu,l&t$Jftrpick ut.ga
il!!!SlJc!+Rrob Ut.62
:trtr$t!,$Jfl6s.lBdef ur.as
rlrggtrlgJflsFiteE U1,23
itx,tt3l,$!.+Jobs ul,42
j!l$$&&J+&schdnn€ ts ul,64
il,l,$tr!$Js!THotkeqs U1.91
i,l!.1!!Uc!7Hoti obe Vl.Sl
lln!!n&*iu,Eution Pi* u1.92
i$!!19!:bltBu-t-ton-s1999-y,1-.:81..

Before and After
different versions)

modilication {whoopsl

ll you save this modified version o{ QPAC2,
when you LRESPR it, characier 193 will start the
Files program.

To force the operating system to use the

,t,;"
ut .82

.02
,s2
.a?
ul,95
ut.24
.42
5 U1.64

ul.81
UI.Bl

PICK Ul
SLEEP Ul
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modified font as the primary font, I use the
following lines in my boot file. NOTE, I think that
you can't do this with a Sinclair rom only.

Under Minerva,
140 sr-base = PEErr_L(vrn$ (-e)+rel-)
150 o1d.-font1 = fEnK-l(srbase+40)
160 font_addr1-RESPR (2306)
170 TBYTES UINLF0NT-NEWFI'IT-fnI, font_addr1
1S0 POKE-L sr-base+40, font-addrl

Note: 2306 bytes reserved for a 256 charac-
ter font.

Under SMSQIE'
380 font*addr1 - RXSPR(2306)

390 LBYTES I,IINLF0NT-NEWFNT-fnI, f ont-addr1
400 OI{AR-DEF 0, font_addrl

Reference to Minerva or SMSQ/I manuals
might help.

I added something like the {ollowing lines to
rny boot file to set up some device butions,
1070 BT-SLEEP tF'; '\dlitrNlr
1080 BT_SLEEP rpr;,\dt{INL,
1090 BT-SIEEP I Fr ; r\dl,lINJ-'
1100 BT-SLEEP 'Fr; r\dRAML:

L110 BT-SLEEP'Ft;'\dMffL'
1120 BT-SIEEP rF'; r\dFLPLr
1130 BT-".ISIEEP'F r; r\dFtPLt
111.0 BT_SLEEP'F';'\dFLPJ_'
1l-50 BT-SLEEP tPt; tl6FIPlr-t

Having saved this I used an editor to change
the 'Fs'{Chr70) in my boot file before the
semicolons to Chr 193.

Thats it; now when I boot up {and the modified
QPAC2 is loaded) the Files buttons now present
a disk icon and the device name, as you can
see.

{f WET{ti iW qtr:Tff1irfrr-W F,trT: Tg {p{3EFFq:YffieT{W
Worth the effort? I think so, but I would like a

better rcon design. Any offers?
You will probably notice that I have made

some other changes to the stari of the QPAC2
file, this is because I prefer capital letters in the
buttons. I also shortened SYSDEF a bit {don't
forget to change the reference to the button in
your boot lile if you do this).

One way to get a big Fd
Now while we are on the sublect of text

editors {we were werent we?), there are to my
knowledge three excellent text editors for the
QL and compaiibles.

QD {ok Jochen)
Master Spy and
DPs'Editor
[ach is programme is endowed with special

attributes that makes having all of them very
useful. But one of them can't use the extended



screen dimensions that Aurora provides, DPs'
Editor rightl .,, Wrong, it is the configuration
programme that won't let you use bigger
windows than 512 x 256. tditor works happily at

almost IA24 x 576 on my machine {would go

bigger) and the large text display area is most
welcome.

Rightl so how was this amazing discovery
made?
I had been suspicious that Editor might be

able io use bigger than standard windows, and
during a recent text manipulation sessinn, I

desperately needed the command programma-

bility ot Editor Fed up with working in the
postage-size window in the corner of the
screen I set about finding out where the confi-
guration programme places conlig'd information
within the tditor file. This was easily done by
making two identical copies of Editor then
running the configure programme
(EDT-CONF|G-EXE) and reconfigurrng the
screen size (only) in one of the copies. So, I had

two copies of Editor but one had slightly
different config info. Naming both copies as

source files within DPs' COMPARE (file

comparing programme), quickly showed thE

location of the changed screen size information.
Now to get a different screen size, beyond

that which the configuration programme will
allow; all you have to do is fiddle the values at

the now known location until you get the screen
size you require. I loaded a copy of Editor into

lilaster Spy and went to the first known address
location {14628 in my cop}r but don't rely on it
for yours). Addresses 14628 to 14630 (my copy
again) held the three bytes that changed, so
changing these will redefine the screen size
that Editor starts up with. ln the 'as supplied'
version of Editor ihe values at these addresses
were 48,221,244. I tried changing these and

then running the modified version. Alter a few
failed attempts, I found values that would work
and provide varyrng screen sizes. The {irst and

last values, if reduced, increase the window size
when the programme is run.! Overdoing it simply
causes Editor to not start.

These are the values that work for me. (No, I

haven't a clue how)
Address As supplied l-02l+ x 51"2 l-024 x 576
Lt 628 /r8 22 l-6
14629 227 227 227
11630 24tr 160 150

You can of course reduce the screen size
once tditor is running, but don't try and

increase it again, it won't work, The version of
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Editor that I use is 2.05, so any address
references may be specific to that version. The
location of the config information within the file
is easy to find, since it starts with 'contig' (See

below).

lsqrijg ir"iil
,L*nf is'ii;"I[li

.1""i:is'ir;*djl
Config Chars as supplied for 1024 x 512 and

1O?1. v 576 dicnlavs

I will try the technique used here to winkle out
window srze information on other programmes

which won't naturally use larger displays, but the
proper solution to this problem is to get the
config programme altered by the author so that
bigger windows can be specified there (Anyone
Know where Chas Dillon is ?)
p

Floating point hardwan'e

sLlpport fon Qdos and SM$
Simon N. Goodwin

This article explains how Qdos and compati
ble systems have been extended with software
which allows any task to take advantage of
add-on arithmetic hardware, making mathema-
tical operations much faster The software is

free and speeds up programs written in C6B,

SuperBASlC, SBASIC, Supercharge, Turbo, QLi-
berator and GWASS, so far

It's a significant breakthrough because it

makes floating point operations almost as fast
as integer ones 0n a modern 32 bit Qdos emu-
lator: lt's been successfully tested on QXLs and
Amigas with 68020, 68030, 68040 and 68060
with appropriate FPUs. The software gives com-
patibility between Motor0la's original add-on
floating point chips, the 68881 and 68882, and
later fully-integrated processors like the 68040
and 68060

FLOATING \ffHAT?
Floating point operations involve both digits, or

'mantissa', and a decimal point and an 'expo-

nent' to indicate very large or very small values,
such as 1E10 {one followed by ten zeroes) or
2E 2 {a fiftieth}. Such values are generally quite

usefr.l|, but they are much more difficult for a

computer than integer operations, which work



on whole numbers in a fairly limited range. But
floating point is the default forrnat for BASIC
and most other programming languages, and
commonly used in graphics, spreadsheets and
database applications.

lntegers are laster but not as general, so
floating point values are o|ten used to be 'on

the safe side', at the expense of speed and
storage space. When the QL was designed,
floating point hardware was rare 0n microcom-
puters, expensive and not very fast.

FLOATING POINT UNITS
Since then floating point processors have got

cheaper and faster: to the point where they're
now an integrated part of modern micro chips -

you get one whether you want it or not. Many
QXL owners have upgraded to a faster 68040
chip, and found that the replacement part con-
tains floating point (FPU) and memory manage-
ment {MMU} hardware as a matter of course.

Qdos and SMS emulators have been built
around other l\4otorola-based micro systems,
which include floating point hardware 0r sockets
for the extra co-processor chip. This is true of
32 bit Amigas (1200, 3000 and 4000) as well as
later Atari machines like the TT and Falcon. So
many Qdos users already have floating point
hardware, or somewhere to fit the chip, and
today 68882 co-processors are cheap,

The original QL 68008 and Gold Card 68000
processors do not rmplement the interface
which allows a co-processor to intercept and
handle certain instructions, like the floating point
extras. lt is possible to add an FPU to those
systems, but difficult. Special hardware and soft-
ware is needed, When the 68020 arrived Moto-
rola built-in support for up to eight co-proces-
sors, although it's rare to find more than one
FPU, in practice.

Floating point units add instructions to the
68000 machine code repertoire. These include
FSQRT which finds square roots, FADD, FSUB,

FDIV and FMUL, which implement conventional
mathematical operations. Eight extra registers
store temporary results inside the floating point

unit, and values can be read and stored with
any of the usual 68000 or extended 68020
memory addressing modes.

The floating point instruction set depends on
the version of the co-processor: The 6BBBI and
68882 are equivaleni but the later can work
almost twice as fast as the 68881, and supports
higher clock speeds. lt's not essential to match
the clock speed of the FPU and the main
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processor - many of my tests used a cheap 20
MHz FPU with a 25 MHz 68030 - but if the FPU

is much faster than the main processor the
speed advantage may be squandered.

MICROCODE
6888x floating point units use 'microcode' to

break each operation down into a sequence of
simple internal actions - typically 50 steps for
simple operations like addition and subtraction
and over 100 for division and square roots. This
sounds slow, but it is stiii tens of times faster
than performing the same operation piecemeal
in integer registers, and the main processor can
get on with work to which it is better suited
while the FPU grinds away.

Microcode let Motorola implement functions
like logarithms and trigonometry as weil as the
more fundamental mathematical operations" The
functions used longer sequences of microcode
and built-in tables of mathematical constants.

68040 and 68060 lloating point units do not
use microcode. They include custom hardware
to perform the basic mathematical operations,
which makes them much faster on the additions
and multiplications which are most common rn
'real'(sic) programs. These FPUs can generate a

new floating-point result every three cycles -

ten or twenty times faster than the microcoded
FPUs, and almost as fast as integer operations.

The drawback is that the complicated instruc-
tions like FSIN and FLOG are not directly recog-
nised. lf the 68040 or 68060 finds one of these
codes it invokes a machine code support pro-
gram called the FPSP which works out the
desired result using simpler operations, and
re-starts the program as if the 'exception' had
never been signalled. This mechanism is a bit
long-winded - it would be quicker to use the
simpler operations directly - but it allows old pro-
grams written for a 68881 or 68882 to run at
comparable speed on a newer processor: with-
out the need to re-write them,

This mechanism is not used in the current
Qdos floating point extensions, as we have no
need to support existing programs written with
older FPUs in mind. lnstead we have implemen-
ted a'library'of code which Qdos tasks can call
to perform lloating point operations. The loader
insialls the correct library for your FPU, masking
the diflerences.

The 68040 and 68060 are available in ver
sions with and without floating point hardware.
The 'tC' and 'LC' versions lack floating point
units, and cannot be connected to external



68881 or 688B2 FPUs, so the only way to make
such systems support floating point hardware is

to replace the chip with a full-blown'MC'or'XC'
version This is no problem on exrsting 040 pro-
cessor boards like the QXL, normally supplied
with an EC040, or Cornmodore's 3640 (some-

times fitted wrth an 1C040) as the chip pin-out is
the same, so all you have to do is unplug one
chip and install another

This is not difficult but it requires care as the
chips are valuable, fragile and nailed down by
about 200 gold-plated pins. lf you order a

replacement chip for one of these boards, make
sure you get the PGA (Pin Grid Array) version,
as the 68040 and 68060 are also available in

cheaper PLCC {Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier)
packages which are intended for direct solde-
ring onto a board, and won't fit a PGA socket.

TH F PIONEER
The first QL compatible system to use floating

pornt hardware was CST's Thor 21, a rare but
remarkable machine. This was based on a

Sinelair QL eircuit board, wiih a 32 bit 68020
processor and 68881 floating point unit piggy-
backed on This was an unhappy combination
because the eight bit QL memory ran at a frac-
tion of the speed expected by the new proces-
sors, which squandered most of their speed
twiddling their thumbs waiting for values to
crawl between processors and memory

CST's David Oliver rewrote Qdos to use the
extra instructions ol the 68020 and 688B1

where they could yield faster results. The pro-

blem is ihat Qdos uses a six byte format for
lloating point values, whereas Motorola's hard-
ware uses the four and eight byte formats
standardised by the American lnstitute of Elec-
trical and Electronic Engineers, known as IEEE

single and double precision

The QL tormat is a comprornise, ideal for a

processor with 32 bit registers, more precise
than the seven digit IEEE single precision format
but rather restrictive compared with IEEE

double precision, which can represent values
with 16 srgnificant digits.

ln fact Motorola co-processors use a TWILVE
byte 'extended IEFF' format internally and all
values are converted to that form before they're
used in calculations. David worked out a fairly
quick way to convert values between Qdos six
byte format and the double-sized Motorola
extended format, and replaced the SuperBASlC
functions that make heavy use of floating point

operations with code to convert values to and

prouCly presents

ABG
The QL'Emuf;ator for FS

With QPC, you con run most of the current
Ql-sofharore on PC's. You need ot leost o 486,
but QPC will run foster on o Pentium. 4MB
RAJ\4 ond DOS 6-ro< or 8MB RA[4 ond
Windows95rM. QPC con now eosily be
instolled to be colled fi"om Win95 - the
monuol hos been rewrittenl

A double-mouseclick con tum your PC into c
befcer QDOS-compotible qystem. Better;
becouse with QPC you get Tony Tebby's new
operoting qystem SMSCIE frrr QPC - it is

included in the pricel

Do not wony obourt ony soldering, plug-in
cords etc. - QPC is o softwore emulotor, it
does not need ony eKro hordworel This
meens, you con instoll it even on loptopsl
QPC ofers cccess to the seriol porb {up to
52600 boudli porollel por! horddisk ond
floppy disks. lt con reod ond wn'te Ql- cnd
DOS floppy disks, so doto exchonge is eoqy.
You con ploybock oudio CDs even from Wthin
QPC" PS/2 ond seriol mice ore supported.

new displqy driver not only supports
512x256, 640x350, 64ox4BA ond 800x600
pixel resolutions, but wifr the new VESA
support olso even higher ones {e.g.
1A24x7681.

QPC is not expensive: you get fre emulotor
plus the operoting qystem SMSQ/E for only
llffi 2{9r.
lf you own SMSCIIE for onother qystem you
poy only Dlll l99r
lf you wont to get tre excellent CueShell
Desklop progrom from A.lbin Hesser bundled
with QPC just odd Dm 4or'

Test QPC!
A demo vemion which will do eve{ything
the full version does (except writing to
floppy ond horddistd is ovoiloble for onty
DM 6,- including p&p {or send 3
intemotionol Repty Coupons).
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from lttE format and do all the hard work with
FPU instructions.

This approach is great for functions like tXP
and ATAN, but marginal for simpler operatrons
like multiplication and division, when the over-
head of format conversion swamps the time
saved working out the result. The only solution
to this would be to change BAS|C to use the
ItfE format consistently throughout, and while
this might be a good idea in the long run, it's a
lot ol work for both SMS SBASIC and Qdos
SuperBASlC, and sure to cause incompatibility
as the format of values will change,

The Thor 21 took an intermediate route, kee-
ping values in Qdos format for multiplication and
division, but using 64 bit 68020 instructions to
speed them up a bit. l've got patches which do
this lor Amiga Qdos, but they're of marginal
benefit and not yet ready for release, even
though they should work on any system with
BASIC in RAM and a 68020, 68030 or 68040
processor Contact me by EMAIL if you'd like to
patch these into your system, and think you
know basically how to do it

IMPLEMENTATION
To make full use of your FPU, you need some

PD files. First you rnust LRESPR FPSAVE*BIN,
which checks the type of FPU fitted, recording
the details in system variables at $D0(A6) then
looks in the current directories (unless re-confi-
gured) for an FPSP for your FPU. lf all goes well
FPSAVE loads the FPSP and all SMS or Qdos
tasks can share the FPU without unwanted inter-
actions. At this stage the only known problems
are with Atari systems we're investigating
these, with help from Jochen Merz. We'd like to
hear from other Atari+FPU owners.

lf you want your S{uper)BASIC programs to
take advantage of the FPU, you also need to
load my FPUFltls These are FPU-based versions
of the standard BASIC transcendental functrons.
Normally you'd load FPUFNS-OVER* CODE
which (on'JS'Qdos or later) overwrites the old
functions with new FPU ones After this all your
BASIC programs, wheiher interpreted or com-
piled, will use the FPU without any moditication,

For convenience when testing speed and
accuracy FPUFNS-TEST*CODE contains the
same code but with all the function names
prefixed with the letter F so you can compare
the results ol say, FSQRT with SQRT or use the
test program FPU-TIMIS*BAS to compare the
speed This uses DIY Toolkii TIMING-CODE
extensions for accurate timing.
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EXAMPI-E PROGRAM
FPSAVE, FPUFNs and the various FPSPs are

much too long to list here, and freely available on
disk or by modem. I have written a small pro-
gram which lets you try out your FPU with no

need for other files. This adds one function,
FSQRI which is like Sinclair's SQRT function but
uses the FPU. lt's not as eflicient as the FPUFNs
version, because it cannot rely on FPSAVE io
prevent unwanted task interaction, but lt works,
letting you test your FPU easily and see some
of the potential benefii.

You don't even need to type in the assembly
code, as the DIY Toolkit Hex loader returns

{hurrahl) to automatically load the code from
hexadecimal DATA statements. This example is

short by DIY standards, so you only need to
type in about ten lines of DATA to get it working,
if you've already entered the hex loader for a

toolkit project,

100 REXark Ex-Siaclair Ql llorld HD( !0ADER v 3
110 REMark by ilarcus Jefferg & Sinon N Goodwin

720:
150 CIS: REST0RI : READ space: start=RESPR(space)
160 PBIM "Ioading IIex.. "rr : HLL0AD starb
170 INPUT ttSave to file...";f$
180 SBYTES J$,start,byte : ST0P

190 :

200 DEFine tuNction DnCfUAl(x)
210 RET\rn CoDs(n$(x) ) -l,B-?x (b$(a)' n9")

220 END DEFine DECIMAT

23A z

240 DEFiae PR00edure &lOAD(start)
290byte=0:checksun=0
300 REPeat load-her-digits
310 nDAD b$

32A IF bg=rxn ; EXIT load hex-digits
330 rF m'r(h$) !4oD 2

310 PRII{T"0dd nunber of bex digits in: 'l;b$
350 SToP

360 N'ID IF
370 IIR b = 1 T0 LEN(b$) STw 2

3S0 hb = DECIT'1AL(b) : lb = UUCfMAt(n+f)
390 IF hb(0 0R bb,15 0R 1b(0 0R 1b,15
400 PRINT"I11ega1 trex digit in: ";h$: SToP
/-20 END IF
430 P0XE start+byte,16xhb+1b
Ur\ checksun = cbecksun + 16*bb + lb
l+50 byte = byte + 1
/+60 m'ID FOR b

470 END REPeat 1oad"-ber-digits
/r80 READ cbeck
i-90 IF check < ) cbecksun
500 PBll'lTrrChecksun ineorrect. Recheck data"'t:STOP
520 END IF
530 PRiNTilChecksun correct, data entered at: rr;start

560 END DEFine IIEX-L0AD

570 :

580 REMark Space requirenents for tbe macbine code

590 DATA 144
600 ;

610 tsEMark Machine code data



620 DATA " 43r A007834780110r, r 18D2347801L41892
630 DATA " 666Cr3436666303L1"n8800674C22313802il
61'0 DATA n 6Br6064037FEt E10n,w 12jfmz9LZFALt 2&7f
650 DATA il 

3880F2 174800F200 r', 
" 0004F217680 030L7 lt

660 DATA n 67 2C222F 00A/*t 289", t 6t 08528L64018n y
670 DATA " r240t 1A37F86816n, n338088002381n802n

68 0 DATA n 1FEF00 0C 027CDFFF n, 
" 78 027000487 5 127 Ln

690 DATA r E8 00428138026098 i" 
" 70[E 487 57 0F L4t7 5tl

?00 DATA n 000000000001FF84 '', " 05 t"653r7525/* 0000''
710 DATA I'xil,12921

The assembler listing shows exactly how
values are converted from Qdos to ltEt format,
and back again This is the main work done by
my FPUFNS, with some optimisations and
checks for tricky values. The difficult mathe-
matics is all handled by the FPSP routines,
optimised for a particular FPU.

x Replacenent SupeTBASIC sguare root funetlon by FPU matbs
x Sinon N Goodwin, Amiga Qdos 3.2/r November 96..Apri1 1997
* Assenble with GI'JASS for FPU opcode support, or use the
x DC.Ls. Code suitable for 680/,A/68060/5888t/68882 FPUs.

ln the case of SQRT there's no risk of over-
flow and all inputs and outputs are positive,
which simplifies the conversion but requires an

extra check to reject negative values. ln the
absence of FPSAVE, the actual FPU work is all

done in Supervisor mode {a{ter TRAP s0) so no
other task can use the FPU register at that criti-
cal time, This is inefficient, but it's simple and it
works.

FSQRT is written in assembly code, and suits
any QL assembler as the new FP instructions
are written as constants GWASS is generally

best for FPU development as it recognises all

the new instructlon mnemonics. FSQRT is

directly supported by all Motorola FPUs unlike,

say, FSIN and FEXP which require the FPSP on a
68040 or 68060.

bias

start

equ t1334

lea.1 define,aJ-
lnovea.w ($110).wra2
jnp (a2)

novea.w ($1U').w,aZ
jsr (a2)
bne. s fail
subq.w #L,d3
bne.s oops

FP exponent differenee

Add function to BASIC

Get FP pararneter
Use Qdos vector

One at a time

fsqrt

x Conovert via 96 bit IEEE format, like the Tlror 21-, to
x ensure adequate exponent range and minimise shifting.

ulove.w 0(al"ra6.1) ,d0
beq.s done SQRT(O)=Q, sssyl
move.l 2(a1,a6"1),d1
bni.s range Must be positive
addi"w #biasrdO Bias exponent
trap #A Prevent eontext swaps
clr.l -(a7) IEEE"X value low bits
add.l dl,dL Nornal 31 bit naltissa
nove.l d1,-(a7)
c1r.1 -(a7) Last of J long words
move.w d0" (a7) Plug in exponent

Perforu the SQRT operation in trEEE floating point fornat*
*
* fmove.x (a7),fb0 Load value i-rrto FPU

fsqrt fpO
fnove.x fpO, (a7)

dc.1
dc.1
dc.1

$F2L74800 Above FPU opcodes
$f200000/. expressed for old
$F2l-76800 Qdos assenblers

x Convert positive result from IEEE to Qdos fornat

move.w (a7),d0
beq.s zeto

w QL fadcp

Exponent
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rounded

stack

tidy

done

range

oops
fail

define

move.1
1sr.1

bcc. s
addq.1
bcc, s
roxr. l
addq,w

subi. w

bni. s

EOVe.W

nove " 1

1ea.1
andi.w

noveq
moveq

c1r.v

bra. s

moveq
lu5

moveq
rts

dc. w

dc. w

dc. w

dc. b

dc"w

end

* Perform rounding according to tbe J2nd (discarded) bit

/*(a7), d1 Mantissa
#1,d1 Qdos positive value

rounded
#l-, d1 Round
rounded
#1,d1 Divide nantissa by 2
#1,d0 Double exponent

#bias,d0 Adjust expoaent
zerc Mini-na1

d0,0(a1,a6.1) Stack exponent
d1,2(a1, a5. 1) Stacf nantissa

L2(a7),a7 Deallocateextended
#$DFFF,sr Leave Supervisor mode

#2,d1
#0, d0

Signal Qdos FP result

0(a1,a6.1) Return FP 0
2 ( a1, a6. 1)
tidy

#-18rd0 Negative root?!

#-75rd0 Bad paraneter sig'nal

up operators like multiplication and divi-
sion, but it does boost the lunctions that
make rnost use 0f software floating
point normally. You don't get the full

benefit of the FPU, because of the over-
head ol format conversion and
checking, but the technique stays com-
patible with existing programs - results
should be identical, but faster - and the
same extensions suit original Super-
BASIC and the new SBASIC.

The full FPSP is needed for my
FPUFNS-CODE, a set ol replacements
for all the BASIC transcendental func-
tions. These have no need for the TRAP
fiO, so they're even faster At present
they use 20 digit IEEE extended preci-

sion internally but this seems gratuitous
when Qdos only needs half that, so I'd

like to hear from any users who reckon
they can optimise Motorola's code to
trade between speed and precision. lf
you're mathematically minded, can read
assembly language, and think you can
help, please contact me by Email:

s irn o n @stu d io. wod e n.co m
FPSAVE automatically detects which

tasks are using the FPU and does not
need to intervene for the maiority, which
do not use it. But perhaps this wiil

change, as others join George, Dave
Walker and me in exiending Qdos to
make full use o{ the FPU,

The FPSP is freely available, in ver-
sions for 68881 and 68882 FPUs with either
68020 or 68030 main proeessors (only the FPU

is relevant) and much larger versrons for 68040
and 68060. The '040 version is biggest, at
almost 50K, but it does include quite a lot of rou-
tines that are not generally available in BASIC,
such as hyperbolic functions and optimised
logarithms for various bases. The FPSP
interface for programmers is the same regard-
less of FPU - you just put the operands 0n the
A7 stack and calla subroutine from a table at the
start ol the FPSPwhich leaves the result ln FPO.

The latest versions also include functions to
convert ltEE values to and from Qdos FP for-
mat, similar to those I optimised for COB.

You also need George Gwilt's FPSAVE utility to
allow tasks to share the FPU safely. You'll need
GWASS to re-assemble any of the FPU code,
which is written in 68020 assembly language. All
these programs are available, with source, for
free, but you may need to buy an FPU.

0ro
1

No procedures
One function

fsqrt-x
5, TFSQRTI 0r SQRT to upgrade
0

The code should be easy to follow if you know
the lormat of Qdos and lEEt extended precision
numbers. lt checks the sign of the input, sifting
out the 'trivial' case of zero, and shifting lt left
one place (with ADD.L) so it is 'normalised' in

IEEE terms, Qdos keeps the sign in the most
significant bit of the mantissa, unlike IEEE. The
result is shifted down and rounded correctly.

The constant BIAS is used to convert Qdos
exponents to and from the corresponding ltEE
values, which allow a wider range, The tempo-
rary IEEE values are stored on the Supervisor
stack, six of which are zero after unpacking the
six byte Qdos format into 12 byte lttE eXtended
form.

FPU FUNCTIONS
lf you want BASIC programs to use the FPU

the easy approach is to replace the slowesi
floatrng point functions with eponymous ones
that use the FPU internally. This does not speed
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a3a/25 A4O/32
srN LL42 rL 307 i{
cos 3L38 % 391 f6

EXP LLO' 16 LL9O 1'

SQRT L200 % /r0A %

TAN LA30 % 792 %

cor 944 g 7r3. %

ArN rc65 % 439 %

ASrN Lr74 i6 172 %

AC0S L/+97 % /16A %

ACOT

LN 7t B 1{ 329 1l

ircLo 880 16 323 %

Make sure you get a set of files which includes
the VER extension, to check the FPSP versions,
as earlier test versions have a few bugs - unfor-
tunately it's difficult to clear these old versions
out of the PD chain, unless users fobbed off
with old programs complainl FPSAVE should be
version 1.17 or later

TEST TIMINGS
The table gives test timings for the prototype

FPUFNS on several machines, an Amiga
4000iCI30 with 68882, Thierry Godefroy's 32
MHz QXL with XC68040, George Gwilt's stan-
dard speed 20 MHz QXL {also with a lull 6B040)
and my 50 MHz 44000/060 Speed without FPU

is 100%,

SBASIC rs a lot faster than SuperBASlC, which
makes the loop overhead much less significant,
SuperBASlC users often compile their code to
avoid delays caused by Sinclair's slow inter-
preter, and if you do that the FPU functions give
proportionally much more benefit. [ven so, they
only speed up the dozen functions listed, and
while they're among the slowest on the QL "

though still VERY fast cornpared with other
'eight bit' micros - you won't see any benefit
unless your programs use those functionsl

CREDITS
This prolect was the brainchild of George

Gwilt, an early Thor 21 owner who went on to
write GWASS, the only Qdos assembler that

supports the extra instructions ol later 6B0XX
processors, including hardware floating point
and memory management. This was subse-
quently used by Dave Walker to add FPU sup-
port to C6B, and by me to augment BASIC.

Having completed GWASS, George went on
to develop FPSAVE, the program that
identifies the FPU and makes it appear that
every Qdos 0r SMS task has its own
co-processor and did considerable work on
Motorola's FPSP George Gwilt is the main

architect of Qdos and SMS floating point

support, and it would not have happened
without him, CST's David Oliver also deserves
credit for working out the basics of FPU support
for Qdos almost ten years ago.

I'm grateful to the pan-European test team of
Thierry Godefroy, Jochen Merz, Davide Santa-
chiara, Mark J Swift, John Tanner and Dave
Walker: who checked out FPSAVE and the
FPUFNS on a wide range of hardware. I was
amazed how many people have already got FPU

hardware, even before rt was supported by

Qdos, and I'm sure that number wrll increase now
it benefits existing programs
n

0t+0/2A 06A/5A
544 f6 3aa %

,71 f8 3LB %

658 % 372 %_ L905 %

LA8 % 35L %

9L4 % /,54 %

,69 % 272 %

,03 1( 549 %

,a0 i6 127 %_ 2587,'
t6B % 295 i4

1L9 % 278 %

The first columns shows the time for a 25 MHz
68030 with a 20 MHz FPU -a 68882. There are
no results lor a 68020+68881 combination yet. lt
should come close to the 68030 figure, depen-
ding on relative clock speeds.

The boost is most with a separate FPU, bui
that's misleading as the integer unit is relatively
slow giving the FPU an advantage. The 68040
and 68060 FPUs work best when given a

steady stream of code to process, rather than

iust the odd instruction in a sea of integer 0pera-
tions For this reason CGB shows the most
impressive performance boost on 68040 and
68060 processors.

Results depend on the range of values used,
ACOT was a late arrival. Thierry's test used
much bigger values than expected, which
crashed COT I've since added a range test to
reject values that SuperBASlC would not permit
anyway, and the checks on EXPASIN and ACOS
seem watertight, SQRT took so little time on
George's 20 MHz QXL that it gave a meaning-
less negative 'speed-up' factor over 20,000
iterations, so we've implemented a null function
(FNULL) in the test suite which makes SMS
timings more accurate.
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The 8L $how A enda
Saturday, 24th of May 1997

Swnday, $Sfh ofSune l$$?

Saturday tr9th sf July 199?

Satunlay, 6th of Sept. 1997

Suudap Sth of 0etober 1997

The Netherlands, Eindhoven, St. Joris College - $anne venue as always.

Germany, $otrms, Taunushatrle. $ee below for detaik.

London QL Workshop and shol. 10:00 - 16:00. St Helen's Church Hall, St

Quintin Avenus, tONnON W10" Free parking. Nearest tube: n adbroke

Grove, 0rganiser: Tony F"irshman (see TF Servieos ad for eontaot nos).

The Netherlands, Eindhoven, St. Joris College " $ams veme as always.

Byfleet, Suney, England" Quanta Workshop, More details follorv in the next

issue.

?nd Sunday every lt4onth Quanta tr ondon $ub-Group meeting" St. Aloysius School Hall, Phoenix

Road, NWl. Meeting starts at 13:00 and ends at 18:00. Contact Basil Lee

0181 -789- 1976 or basilee@mail.bogo.eo.uk

trf you need inore detaiXs, please eontact your local QL user group or Q{, ?oday!

You ean hclp to furn QL shows into even more interesting events!

Also, if you (plan to) organiso QL shows or regular local user group meetings,

please let us knorv and we publish it herel

15th sf Juneo Sotrms, Taunushalle
If you corne frorn the West (A45
from Dortmund), leave the A45 at
cross Wetzlar and firovo via A480
and W277a to the 849 (844)
direction Weilburgllimburg. You
cross the river "Lahn" 4krn after
"oberbiet'u when you head ror s:$r- d%Fr"J*l-;

@lfr (6wnrem ($tr Slg$&rr

Wetzlar

es$en

o
Gi

Burgsolms. When you af,e in Solms mlaarntets
follow the main road direction Braun
fetrs and you will see the Taunusha$e
lefthand.
If you CIome from the North go onto the A45 direetion Dortmund
and leave exit Wetzlar Ost direetly onto the 849 (844), direetion
Weilburg/Lirnburg. Pass Wetzlar and after Oberbiel as above"
From south or East as above"

{
Frankfurt


